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Sol-Gel Derived Ceramic Electrolyte Films on Porous Substrates 

by 

Timothy Walter Kueper 

Abstract 

A process for the depostion of sol-gel derived thin films on porous substrates has 

been developed; such films should be useful for solid oxide fuel cells and related 

applications. Yttria-stabilized zirconia films have been formed from metal alkoxide 

starting solutions. Dense films have been deposited on metal substrates and 

ceramic substrates, both dense and porous, through dip-coating and spin-coating 

techniques, followed by a heat treatment in air. X-ray diffraction has been used to 

determine the crystalline phases formed and the extent of reactions with various 

substrates which may be encountered in gas/gas devices. Surface coatings have 

been successfully applied to porous substrates through the control of substrate pore 

size and deposition parameters. Wetting of the substrate pores by the coating 

solution is discussed, and conditions are defined for which films can be deposited 



over the pores without filling the interiors of the pores. Shrinkage cracking was 

encountered in films thicker than a critical value, which depended on the sol-gel 

process parameters and on the substrate characteristics. Local discontinuities were 

also observed in films which were thinner than a critical value which depended on 

the substrate pore size. A theoretical discussion of cracking mechanisms is 

presented for both types of cracking, and the conditions necessary for successful film 

formation are defined. The applicability of these films to gas/gas devices is 

discussed. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1A: General Introduction 

Fuel cells and gas sensors depend on the production of an external current as 

a result of differences in the gas composition at the two surfaces of an electrolyte 

layer. Such devices require a thin layer of ion-conducting material which separates 

two flowing gases. Among the parameters currently limiting the performance of fuel 

cells is the ability to obtain an electrolyte layer which is thin enough to have a low 

ohmic drop but is still continuous so that gas leakage is prevented. The thickness of 

continuous ceramic layers produced by conventional methods requires these devices 

to be operated at high temperatures (1000 to 1200 C) to increase the conductivity. 

In addition, the surfaces of the electrolyte must accommodate electrodes; oxidation 

or reduction must occur at the gas/ electrolyte/ electrode triple interface. Practical 

applications will also require sealing connections around the edges of the 

electrolyte. As a result of the high operating temperature which is necessary for 

thick electrolytes, there are severe restrictions on the materials that can be used for 

electrodes, seals, etc. and/or limitations on device lifetimes. 

The sol-gel process is an attractive method for producing very thin, dense 

ceramic films; continuous films of less than 1 micron thickness have been obtained 

on flat continuous substrates for a variety of materials1,2,3. A fuel cell utilizing such 

a film could be operated at much lower temperatures (i. e. below 650 C) with an 

acceptable ohmic drop. However, for devices which require gas access to both 

surfaces of the film, a porous film support is needed, adding "to the difficulty in sol

gel film deposition, and complicating the mechanical behavior of the resulting film. 

In general, the use of a porous substrate will place restrictions on some of the 

process parameters. Additionally, the characteristics of the substrate porosity also 

have to be controlled. 
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The goal of this research is to study the formation of thin ceramic electrolytes 

on porous substrates using the sol-gel technique. The phase formation, effect of 

substrate conditions, and mechanical behavior of the thin films will be discussed. 

The sol-gel process parameters and substrate pore characteristics which are 

necessary for successful film formation are defined. The suitability of this process 

for various electrolyte device applications is also discussed. 

IB: Factors Afi'ectina: the Efficiency of Fuel Cells 

A fuel cell is a device for energy conversion which harnesses the chemical 

energy supplied by two gases, a fuel gas and an oxidizer. By keeping the gases 

separate and allowing a controlled reaction to occur through ionic migration in one 

direction, electrons are forced through an external circuit, providing electric current. 

This operation depends on the existence of a thin, dense membrane which has good 

ionic conductivity, negligible electronic conductivity, and is impervious to gas 

molecules. 

One of the most important reasons for the interest in fuel cell technology is 

the higher theoretical efficiency of a fuel cell over conventional methods of energy 

conversion which involve Carnot inefficiencies. In practice, this higher theoretical 

efficiency is always reduced during actual operation. The configuration of the 

electrolyte layer, electrodes, and pore structure of the support plays a key role in 

determining the operating efficiency of a fuel cell or related device. 

Electrical power is normally generated from heat which is produced by 

burning fuel. Useful work obtained in this way is limited by the theoretical 

efficiency of a Carno! cycle; the efficiency depends on the temperature difference 

which can be produced and is practically limited in most cases to around 45%. (As 

the temperature is increased, gains begin to be offset by increased frictional losses 

and heat wastage.) The operation of a fuel cell represents a more direct conversion 
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of energy, as the Camot cycle is avoided. In a hydrogen fuel cell, hydrogen is 

consumed according to the reaction: 

(1.1) 

The theoretical efficiency, the ratio of the work obtained to the energy consumed, 

depends on the thermodynamics of the reaction. The work obtained can be 

computed from the Nemst equation, which dictates the voltage set up by the 

reaction: 

E _~G =RT ln~ 
nF nF pIt 

(1.2) 

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, n is the number of electrons 

transferred, F is the Faraday constant, and P' and P" are the partial pressures of 

oxygen at the air and fuel electrodes, respectively. For exothermic reactions, the 

efficiency4 can be described by: 

-tJ.G T~S 
T7=-tJ.H=l ~H (1.3) 

Inefficiency, in the form of heat wastage, comes only from the entropy term in the 

free energy, which of course includes a temperature factor. Thus, fuel cells which 

can be operated at lower temperatures will have a higher theoretical efficiency. 

The use of a thin electrolyte layer, then, by allowing a fuel cell to operate at a 

lower temperature, will increase the thermodynamic efficiency of the cell. The cell 

also can be used more effeciently because less insulation is needed and thermal 

cycling time is reduced. In addition, the lifetime and stability of the device are 

enhanced by a lower operating temperature: Thermal stresses are reduced, 

degradation reactions are slowed, and electrode sintering can be reduced. Lower

temperature cells also have economic advantages; construction may be cheaper 

because metals might be used in place of ceramics for many of the components, and 

more options would be available for the choice of sealing materials. 
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There are some disadvantages to ~ lower operating temperature. The rates 

of electrode reactions and gas diffusion will decrease with decreasing temperature, 

which will reduce the current density at which the device is capable of operating 

without dramatic voltage losses due to polarization. The electrode reactions 

become the chief concern as the temperature is lowered5,6, and improvement of 

reaction rates generally requires the use of more expensive catalytic electrodes. 

However, new materials are being researched which may improve the options 

available5,6,7. Another disadvantage of a lower operating temperature is the 

restriction it places on the fuel which can be used: While free hydrogen is required 

at the fuel electrode, in high temperature cells (1000 C) hydrogen can be obtained 

directly as an in-situ reaction product of a more convenient fuel such as methanol, 

ammonia, or hydrocarbon fuels. Hydrogen-producing reactions are unfavorable at 

lower temperatures for methane, so that a low temperature cell would probably 

require a conversion facility to supply hydrogen. 

The structure of the porosity in the support and electrode is also important 

for the successful operation of a fuel cell. Electrode reactions must take place at the 

triple interface between the electrolyte, electrode, and gas phase. The total length 

of this triple interface should be as great as possible in order to allow a high current 

density. To this end, the pore structure should be very fine where it meets the 

surface of the electrolyte. To allow adequate gas supply to the interface, however, 

the pores should have large diameters, so that the cross-section is large in 

comparison with the mean free path of the gas molecules, and Knudson diffusion 

conditions are avoided8. Thus, an ideal support material would have a graded pore 

structure, with large pores leading to finer pores at the electrolyte surface. 
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Ie: Other Electrolyte Devices 

Electrolyte membranes ~ith similar qualities to those desired for fuel cells 

are needed in a variety of devices, including gas sensing applications and gas 

separation devices. Gas sensors operate like fuel cells in that a difference in gas 

composition leads to a voltage between the two surfaces of the electrolyte. Gas 

separators, on the other hand, have the reverse function of creating concentration 

changes in the two separated gasses through the use of an applied voltage. Both 

applications are governed by the same equation which describes the voltage of a fuel 

cell as described above .. While most applications involve the use of oxygen ion 

conductors, for some applications involving hydrogen reactions, proton conductors 

such as doped strontium cerium oxide9 are desirable. 

While pure ionic conductors are the primary type of solid electrolyte used in 

devices, applications also exist for mixed (ion/electron) conduCtors. An oxygen 

separation membrane could be made from a simple mixed conductor without 

electrodes; if oxygen on one side of the electrolyte has a higher activity (as, for 

example, in pressurized air), it could be reduced at the surface of the membrane and 

the ions could diffuse to the other surface accompanied by the electrons, where 

molecular oxygen would again form. Relative to electrode-containing devices, such 

a device would have simplified processing and relaxed requirements for 

compatibility, but would still need to be supported by a porous substrate. 

Deposition of continuous sol-gel derived films on porous substrates, as carried out 

in this research, may represent a clearing of the last major obstacle for this 

particular technology. 

ID: Stabilized Zirconia as a Solid Electrolyte 

The characteristics of the ideal material. for thin-film oxygen ion-conducting 

solid electrolyte applications include low resistance and pure ionic conduction at 
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high temperatures, so that the device will have high efficiency as discussed above. 

In addition, electrolytes must be chemically inert at these temperatures with respect 

to a variety of materials which may be used as electrodes, supports, and seals or gas 

manifolds. Mechanical strength and thermal shock resistance are also important for 

the reliability of the device. Among known oxygen ion conductors, yttria-stabilized 

zirconia has the best combination of these properties10,5, and has been chosen as 

the base material for this research. 

Zirconia achieves optimum conductivity at a yttria doping level that 

corresponds to full cubic stabiliztion; this composition is approximately 9 mole 

percent Y 203, at which the conductivity activation energy is between 0.8 and 0.9 

eV1112. The conductivity at 1000 C is 0.10 to 0.12 ohm-1 cm-1. Electrical 

conductivity is independent of oxygen partial pressure over a wide temperature 

range; conduction is truly electrolytic, with the electron transport number much less 

than 1%. 

IE: Current Methods of Zirconia Electrolyte Processina: 

There has been a large research effort to find a method of producing zirconia 

films which improves upon normal powder processing methods. Zirconia coatings 

for electrolyte applications have been deposited on porous substrates using a variety 

of novel methods, including electrochemical vapor deposition (EVD)13, RF 

sputtering14, and spray pyrolysis15• While these approaches can overcome some of 

the disadvantages associated with pow~er techniques, the morphological control 

remains unsatisfactory; EVD and spray pyrolysis required minimum film 

thicknesses of roughly 30 microns before gas leakage was prevented, while RF 

sputtering led to a 5 micron film which had substantial gas leakage and in some 

cases did not prevent electronic shorts through the film when electrodes were 

/ 

.. 
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attached. No coating has yet been reported which will allow efficient cell operation 

at low (650 C) temperatures. 

IF: Advanta~es of the Sol-Gel Process 

-Most conventional processing techniques are unsuitable for producing thin, 

dense, and continuous solid electrolyte films; -the sol-gel rOllte offers many 

advantages. 

Description 0/ the Sol-Gel Route 

A brief description is given here; the individual steps will be considered in 

more detail in later chapters. 

Alkoxides of the desired metals are generally used as the starting materials in 

the sol-gel process, and are dissolved in an organic solvent. The conversion of the 

solution to a gel begins with the addition of water, leading to a hydrolysis reaction. 

For example, 

Zr(OC3H7)4 + H20 - ZrOH(OC3H7)3 + HOC3H7 

Hydrolyzed molecules can further undergo a condensation reaction,' in which 

an oxygen link between two metals is formed. Hydrolysis and condensation 

reactions continue to build larger polymers, which at some point link together in a 

continuous network, creating a gel. 

At some stage during the gelation process, the solution has a suitable 

viscosity for film deposition. Two techniques, dip coating and spin coating, are 

widely used. Dip coating, in which the substrate is submerged in and then slowly 

withdrawn from the solution, is effective for the uniform coating of large surface 

areas. The thickness of the coating can be controlled through manipulating the 

viscosity and the speed and angle at which the substrate is withdrawn. The spin 

coating process consists of phicing a small pool of liquid on the substrate and then 
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spinning it at high speed to distribute the liquid in a thin layer. The spinning speed 

and the viscosity of the solution control the thickness of the coating16. 

Either deposition method will leave a thin layer of gel on the substrate. The 

gel at this stage consists of polymer and some amount of solvent; the evaporation of 

the solvent can be very rapid and can be almost completed during the deposition 

step. Any remaining solvent is removed during the heat treatment. 

After solvent removal, continued heating causes the burnout of residual 

organic groups, which can be accomplished by a low temperature hold or by slow 

heating to the crystallization temperature range. There should be some concern 

about residual carbon in the electrolyte, which may reduce the efficiency of 

electrolyte devices. Crystallization occurs at low temperatures (400-600 C), giving a 

dense structure withput need for high temperature sintering.17. 

Advantages Over Other Processes 

When compared with techniques relying on the consolidation of powders 

(tape casting, for example), sol-gel films tend to allow increased purity and 

homogeneity, much lower sintering temperatures, and increased control of thin film 

morphology. Starting materials for sol-gel processing are usually chemicals in 

solution, which can be made purer than bulk powders by utilizing such processes as 

vacuum distillation or crystallization. Additionally, powder processing can introduce 

impurities, e. g. as a consequence of grinding operations or as sintering additives 

needed to control grain growth. In the sol-gel route, grinding processes are absent' 

and grain growth is strongly supressed at the reduced sintering temperature, so the 

product is allowed to retain its high purity. Homogeneity is also easier to achieve 

for the sol-gel route, as the components can be mixed on a molecular scale in 

solution rather than through the mixing of powders. The reduced sintering 

temperature and increased morphology control are a direct result of the nature of 

::j 
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the gel formation. Where powder processes are limited in their ability to pack 

particles in a thin dense film, in the sol-gel process the film forms directly from a 

homogeneous liquid so that there is no inherent packing porosity or minimum 

thickness based on particle size. 

The main disadvantages of the sol-gel process are the expense of the 

chemicals used and the large shrinkage inherent to the process. Together, these 

characteristics have made preparation of bulk objects impractical. However, the 

expense of the chemicals is not important when small volumes are used to make thin 

films. In addition, while shrinkage cracking is a definite problem, it appears that 

within certain guidelines crack-free films can be obtained (see Chapter 4). 

IG: Substrates for Consideration in Devices 

Lanthanum Strontium Manganese Oxide 

Possible substrates for solid electolyte devices must fulfill several tasks, which 

inlude providing mechanical support, allowing gas to flow freely, providing a means 

of electronic current collection from the surface of the electrolyte, and serving as a 

site for catalysis of surface reactions (the nature of which depend on the operating 

temperature). One approach is to look for materials which can perform all of these 

functions at once: 

Doped Lanthanum strontium manganese oxide (LSM) can be prepared as a 

thin porous layer with highly open porosity, fair mechanical strength, and good 

electronic conductivity. Catalytic behavior, although still being investigated, is 

encouraging18,19. Some samples of tape-cast LSM were used as substrates in this 

research, and their suitablility is discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Controlled-Porosity Alumina Membranes 

An alternate approach to substrate fabrication is to use a material which 

provides a stable mechanical support and highly aligned porosity by itself, and to 

coat it in some way with another material which can provide electronic conduction 

and catalytic properties, thus taking advantage of the most desirable properties of 

both materials. 

Alumina membranes are available with highly controlled porosity which is 

suitable for high gas flow-rate applications. The membranes have a linear, parallel 

arrangement of large pores extending in from one face, which through manipulation 

of the fabrication process can be made to branch into smaller pores, leading to a 

finer scale porosity at the opposite face. The surface with the fine scale porosity 

represents a highly controlled substrate which may be necessary for sol-gel film 

formation (as discussed in Chapter 4). The fineness of the porosity also maximizes 

the total length of the triple interface, which may be important for determining the 

current density at which the device can operate. The larger scale porosity in the 

remainder of the filter allows for increased gas flow rates. The relative pore sizes 

and thicknesses of the separate regions of the filter can be tailored to suit the 

desired application. The membranes which have been in use in this research, which 

are normally for filtration applications, have pores with an initial diameter of 0.2 

microns present in a region which has a 52 micron thickness, followed by a layer of 

0.02 micron diameter pores which is less than one micron thick. The total porosity 

is roughly 50% of the membrane volume. 

The membranes are formed by anodizing an aluminum metal substrate to 

create a porous oxide coating which is then separated from the substrate20. The 

pore diameter and spacing is controlled by the applied voltage. The depth of the 

pores (and hence the thickness of the membrane) is determined by the amount of 

time the voltage is applied. By a reduction in the applied voltage, the pores can be 

.; 
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made to branch, providing a new layer of finer scale porosity which is connected to 

the larger pores. There is always a thin barrier layer of oxide present between the 

ends of the advancing pores and the aluminum metal. When the voltage is reduced 

to a very low value, this barrier is extremely thin, and can be readily dissolved to 

separate the oxide film from the metal substrate. Depending on the chosen 

thickness of the film, it can either be removed from the electrolyte as a free 

membrane or else must be supported by a larger-scale porous substrate. The 

membranes, when provided as small (25-50 mm diameter) filters, are 50 to 60 

microns thick and have sufficient strength to be handled while unsupported. Larger 

sheets are supplied with a polymer support Que to their fragility. Thinner 

membranes (1-5 microns), regardless of size, would need to be supported during 

handling and use. 

The thermal and chemical stability of alumina make these membranes 

attractive for intermediate-temperature fuel cell applications. Alumina retains its 

rigidity and is stable at high temperatures, and has a similar thermal expansion 

coefficient to zirconia. The membranes appear to have pore walls with a dense 

micro-crystalline structure which should have good dimensional stability and no 

sintering or grain growth at intermediate temperatures (650 C). The chemical 

stability of alumina also allows these membranes to remain unaffected by exposure 

to solvents during device processing steps such as sol-gel deposition and electroless 

plating. 

The availability of large-area membranes is limited only by handling 

difficulties due to their fragility; the anodization process can be applied to any size 

of aluminum metal substrate. Membranes are currently commercially available in 

4.5 X 7.5 inch sheets which are used in cross-flow filtration applications.- barge 

sheets are sectioned or cut into desired shapes by a laser etching process. 
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These alumina membranes have been used as the substrate material in the 

bulk of this research. Possible processes for the addition of electronically 

conductive coatings are discussed in Chapter 5. 

Other Substrates 

A similar approach to the' graded-porosity anodization product described 

above is the use of size-graded powders in the fabrication of a controlled-porosity 

substrate. The main disadvantage to the use of alumina membranes is their lack of 

electronic conductivity, which complicates cell design (see Chapter 5); a graded

porosity substrate composed of conductive material would greatly simplify device 

fabracation. Possible'material choices for such a substrate include conductive 

ceramics such as LSM, porous metals, or cermets such as nickel-zirconia. Properties 

such as electronic conductivity, thermal expansion, and catalytic behavior could be 

optimized with the proper material choice. Control of the porosity to allow 

continuous sol-gel film formation probably represents the largest challenge for this 

type of substrate. 

IH: General Experimental Approach 

The sol-gel process has been used to create the films in this research. Details 

of the experimental steps will be presented in later chapters. In this section, a brief 

general description will be given, with emphasis on the more challenging aspects of 

the process. 

Sol-Gel Processing 

Several oxide systems were studied in this research. Initially, the titania 

system was used to check equipment and procedures for the general sol-gel 

technique, as this system has been extensively studied and is well-documented21 ,22 

• 
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,23. After this check was accomplished, systems which were of interest for solid 

electrolyte applications were studied. The bulk of the experimental work has been 

performed on zirconia electrolyte systems. Basic methods for sol-gel preparation of 

stabilized zirconia, which can be found in the literature24,25,26, have been modified 

as needed for depositon on porous substrates while maintaining the desired 

electrolyte characteristics. In addition, some work was done on the formation of the 

complex oxide, SrCe03, which is of interest as a proton conductor. Details are 

presented in Chapter 2. 

Gelation 

An attempt was made to control gelation conditions in order to minimize 
, 

film shrinkage and later cracking. The extent of hydrolysis and condensation 

reactions can be controlled by the amount of water added and also by the addition 

of chelating ligands, which can block hydrolysis sites .. Three-dimensional 

polymerization (leading to a rigid gel) can be avoided by leaving an average ~f only 

two hydrolysis sites per metal atom unblocked; in this way a linear polymeric 

structure is obtained, which has important consequences for the flow properties of 

the ge127. In addition to reducing the viscosity of the gel, the selective blocking of 

hydrolysis sites can also enable the gel to collapse to a thin film as the solvent 

evaporates rather than to retain its three-dimensional rigidity. In this way, most of 

the shrinkage will take place normal to the plane of the substrate, leaving the film in 

a relatively unstressed condition. Rapid solvent evaporation also improves the 

collapsibility of the film by reducing the time during which the gel network can age, 

or create crosslinks that increase the rigidity. The network should also be as dense 

as possible after solvent evaporation, so that shrinkage during burnout is reduced--

thus the bulkiness of side groups and blocking ligands should be kept to a minimum. 
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Solution Flow in Porous Substrates 

Most coating solutions will tend to wet the ceramic substrates, such as 

alumina, which are likely to be used as porous supports in solid electrolyte devices, 

and capillary pressure will favor flow of the solution into the pores. This problem 

could possibly be handled by several indirect methods, including surface energy 

manipulation, blocking of pores with a volatile filler material before coating, or the 

use of particulate sols. 

The approach chosen in this research was to allow the coating solution to 

begin flowing into the pores. It will be shown in Chapter 3 that while initial 

saturation due to capillary pressure is very rapid for even extremely small pores, 

subsequent leakage of the coating solution through the substrate is extremely slow 

for pores under 10 microns. Thus for thin substrates with small pores, an 

insignificant volume of coating solution would be drawn into the pores, and film 

formation should be unaffected. Due to the dilution of the coating solution (the 

effective zirconia content is typically less than 1 M), the final volume of zirconia 

formed is less than 1% of the solution volume. Small pores that have initially been 

filled with solution will thus be relatively free of solid zirconia, and the 

gas/electrolyte/substrate triple interface should remain effectivly at the surface of 

the substrate. 

Fracture cross sections of different coated substrates have been examined to 

determine the extent of zirconia formation within the pores (see Chapter 3). 

Control of Cracking and Fihn Continuity 

During the transformation from a coated solution to the final crystalline 

product, a significant shrinkage occurs which is resisted by the constraint of the 

substrate. While much of the shrinkage will take place during solvent eyaporation 

when the material is still able to flow to relieve stresses, significant strain will also 

'! 
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accompany burnout of organics and crystallization. The increasing film rigidity will 

then lead to residual stresses. In this research, conditions have been controlled to 

determine when these stresses can be minimized and when shrinkage cracking can 

be avoided. 

By far the most important parameter for the elimination of cracking is the 

thickness of the film, as described in the literature28,29,30 .. In this study cracking 

behavior has been examined as a function of the film thickness, which can be 

controlled by the altering the viscosity of the coating solution or changing the 

deposition conditions. Adhesion to the substrate plays an important role in the 

energy balance that describes unstable cracking, and the effect of varying the 

substrate characteristics has been observed. 

Film continuity also needs to be addressed. For flat, dense substrates lack of 

continuity should only be a problem for extremely thin films which may be unstable 

to breakup via diffusional mechanisms31. For porous substrates, however, the 

coating step may not leave a continuous liquid film above pore openings. The 

relationship between the film thickness and the size of surface features is critical for 

determining whether films will be continuous. In this research, substrates with 

different pore dimensions have been tested in order to analyze this relationship. 

A complete discussion of cracking will be presented in Chapter 4. 

Film Characterization 

Crystallization behavior of the film as a function of solution composition and 

treatment temperature have been examined using X-ray diffraction (XRD). The 

effect of the addition of blocking ligands has also been determined. 

Film morphology and cracking behavior have been characterized using 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM); continuity was also quantified by 

helium/vacuum leak testing of edge-sealed samples. The effects of varying the 
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coating parameters and the substrate porosity were monitored by observing such 

characteristics as cross-sectional thickness, delamination behavior, and film 

microstructure. 

For electrical characterization, films were deposited on metallic or metal

coated sl,lbstrates which could act as one electrode. A metal coating deposited over 

the film could act as a second electrode. Ongoing work on this project includes 

impedance spectroscopy which will analyze the phenomena which contribute to the 

resistivity, but that characterization will not be discussed in this dissertation. 
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Chapter 2: Ceramic Phases Obtained from the Sol-Gel Route 

This section begins with some background on sol-gel chemistry. Results from 

X-ray diffraction studies of the ceramic phases present in the sol-gel derived films 

are presented next. Results of substrate reaction experiments are then discussed for 

a variety of substrates which may be encountered in devices. 

2A: Metal Alkoxide Startin&: Solutions 

In the preparation of sol-gel films for this research, metal alkoxides were 

used almost exclusively as starting materials. Metal alkoxides are widely utilized as 

precursors to ceramic materials because of their ability, in general, to form fine 

structures as final products. 

Systems of metal alkoxides dissolved in organic solvents are subject to 

hydrolysis, or the attachment of a hydroxyl ion to a metal atom in the place of an 

organic group. Hydrolyzed molecules can further undergo condensation reactions, 

which when combined with further hydrolysis leads to the formation of polymeric 

chains. With the growth of polymers, a gradual transition to a gel takes place in the 

mixture; this behavior is desired because it allows the mixture to be cast easily and 

to form a uniform ceramic material after firing. 

Transition metal alkoxides are distinguished from main group metal 

alkoxides by their greater reactivity and by their ability to undergo coordination 

expansion. Their greater reactivity is due to the lower electronegativity of transition 

metals, which causes them to be less stable towards hydrolysis and condensation 

reactions. As a result, they have a tendency to undergo rapid reactions and to form 

precipitates rather than homogeneous gels. However, polymeric gels can still be 

obtained by strictly controlling the moisture content of the mixture or by modifying 

the alkoxide ligands so that they are less reactive. Unlike main group metals, 

transition metals are often coordinatively unsaturated, and may be able to expand 
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their coordination through nUcleophilic association mechanisms. These 

rearrangements can represent a further contribution to enhanced condensation 

rates. 

Modifying Ligands 

The metals studied in this research include zirconium, yttrium, strontium, 

and cerium, the oxides of which are attractive for use in solid electrolyte devices. 

These metals are quite reactive, and in order to control the hydrolysis and 

condensation of the unaltered alkoxides, the moisture control would have to be so 

strict that use of unaltered alkoxides becomes impractical. While initial preparation 

of the coating solutions using a dry atmosphere glove box with carefully dried 

solvents is readily accomplished, moisture control during deposition and avoidance 

of substrate moisture would require elaborate procedures. Therefore, the strategy 

of chemically modifying the alkoxide precursors was adopted. In addition to 

rendering the alkoxides less reactive, in some cases modification also has the 

advantage of giving the alkoxides a higher solubility. 

Diethanolamine (DEA) and triethanolamine (TEA) have been shown to be 

effective for stabilizing transition metal alkoxides in solution1. Ethanolamines have 

bonding sites with a strong dative n~ture,and effectively retard the precipitation of 

oxides and hydroxides in alcoholic solution when excess water hasbeen added1. It 

has also been proposed2 that stabilization may occur due to ligand extension: The 

addition of acetic acid to an alkoxide solution may lead to the following exchange: 

M-QR + CHSCOOH - M-Q-COCH3 + ROH 

Such a ligand extension, in addition to preventing localized condensation, can 

increase the solubility of alkoxides. In this research, the addition of DEA to the 

isopropanol solutions of zirconium isopropoxide, strontium isopropoxide, and 
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cerium isopropoxide was found in each case to increase solubility and reduce 

sensitivity to moisture. 

Refluxing 

The goal of most sol-gel processing, of course, is to create a very fine

structured ceramic precursor material which can be converted to the desired 

crystalline phase at low temperatures. Complications may arise for multicomponer:tt 

oxides.' While mixing of the alkoxides of different metals should initially take place 

on a molecular scale, it is possible for segregation to occur during the hydrolysis and 

condensation stages. Samples which were prepared with both strontium and cerium 

in an attempt to create SrCe03 were unsuccessful; it was found that the two metal 

alkoxides had dramatically different hydrolysis rates, leading to separate oxide 

ph~ses. 

One possible technique for obtaining a more intimate mixture of these 

components is a refluxing treatment. During such a holding period at an elevated 

temperature, random combination of the two metal types should take place if their 

electronegativities are similar and if their ionic radii are similar3. Two metal 

alkoxides which are capable of increasing their coordination number may also form 

double alkoxides if they are allowed to react during refluxing in the presence of the 

parent alcohol4. Ongoing work on the strontium cerium oxide system includes the 

utilization of such conditions, but will be reported elsewhere5. For the yttrium

doped zirconium oxide system, refluxing has been found to be unnecessary; as 

described below, the two metals appear to be intimately mixed in th.e final product. 

2B: Controlled Polymerization 

The solution can begin transforming into a solid through polymerization or 

precipitation, or simply by solvent evaporation and subsequent pyrolysis. If a fine 
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colloidal structure is formed in the solvent, the process is referred to as gelation. 

For fast rates of hydrolysis and condensation, however, large precipitates can form 

instead, leading in some cases to free powders instead of dense gels. For the 

purposes of this work, slow rates of hydrolysis and condensation are used to gain the 

desired fine-structured and dense final product. The fineness of the product can be 

assessed by noting the firing temperature necessary to produce a dense crystalline 

ceramic material. 

Finely branched structures can be achieved during polymerization if a 

number of chemical effects are taken into consideration: First, the choice of ligand 

type on the alkoxide as well as the solvent chosen can affect the size of the metal 

complex which is stable in solution. Zirconium isopropoxide in isopropanol is the 

system which produced the product with the finest structure in this work; in this 

system the alkoxide is predicted to be dimeric in solution, whereas in other solvents 

zirconium isopropoxide may be present in larger c~mplexes6. 

A second means of controlling the extent of polymerization is through 

limiting the moisture content. All solvents were carefully dried over activated 

alumina, and solution preparation was done in a helium atmosphere glove box 

(Vacuum Atmospheres Inc.). These steps assured an initially dry solution, and 

hydrolysis should then occur only through moisure absorbed by the solution upon 

exposure to the air and the substrate during the deposition step. 

Thirdly, the type of structure obtained is highly dependent on the 

functionality of the monomer7. By blocking a percentage of the polymerization 

sites, the functionality is effectively reduced and a more open structure is obtained. 

Thus, upon the addition of a modifying ligand such as DEA, not only is the alkoxide 

stabilized in solution, but when the gel is formed the structure is less highly 

branched, and polymerization is uniform on a finer scale. 
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As can be seen in Figure 2.1, films derived from sol-gel processing in which 

these measures were taken appeared fully dense at the limit of SEM resolution 

(approximately 10 nm). Firing temperatures necessary for the formation of 

crystalline products were as low as 400 C, as described below. 

Solvent Evaporation and Bumout of Organics 

The initial portions of the heat treatment are important when considering 

shrinkage stresses that develop within the film and subsequent cracking behavior. 

The drying schedule and the effect of burnout on stress will be discussed in Chapter 

4. In the present chapter, only the effect of the heating schedule on the crystalline 

phases that form will be discussed. Because the speed of the burnout heat 

treatment is limited mainly by cracking considerations, no experiments were done to 

test the limit of quick heating in terms of its effect on the final structure and 

composition of the final product. The normal schedule consisted of a heating rate 

of 0.3 C/min through the low temperature range (200 to 400 C) in which burnout is 

'expected. From the X-ray data below we can affirm that this rate was slow enough 

to allow the trouble-free elimination of organic materials. While there should be 

some concern about interstitial carbon remaining in the ceramic materials, the most 

effective way to ascertain the presence of carbon would be to detect its influence on 

electronic properties through the use of impedence spectroscopy, which will not be 

discussed in this dissertation. In general, carbide decomposition products would not 

be expected from alkoxides of the more electropositive transition metals, which 

have strong metal-oxygen bonds. 

2C: Firing and Crystalline Phase Formation 

Coating solutions were prepared for X-ray diffraction study from 

isopropoxides of the desired metals. Films were dip-coated on single-crystal silicon 

,"( 
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(111) substrates which had slightly off-axis orientations; a single weak X-ray peak 

from the substrate can be seen on the patterns described below. (The orientation of 

the silicon is assumed not to have any effect on the formation of the zirconia film; 

no epitaxial growth is expected.) Heat treatments were done in air with a 0.3 C/min 

ramp to the final temperature, which was maintained for two hours. 

Numerous workers have shown that crystalline phases can be formed from 

zirconium alkoxide solutions at temperatures as low as 400 C 8,9,10. In the present 

study, weak X-ray diffraction peaks were found after a 400 C treatment, with 

progressively sharper peaks after 600 C and 1000 C treatments. Weak XRD peaks 

after the 400 C treatment suggests that the crystallite size is quite small (bordering 

on amorphous), while after the higher temperature treatments it is clear that crystal 

growth has occured. Indirect evidence (described below) indicates that the 

crystallite size is still less than about 50 nm after the 1000 C treatment, which agrees 

with size determinations from previous studies11. While this trend was observed for 

all samples, the particular phase formed had a more complicated dependence on 

temperature and on the composition of the starting solution. 

Undoped Zirconium Isopropoxide Solutions 

Pure zirconium isopropoxide solutions in isopropanol were prepared for 

comparison-with yttrium-doped solutions. X-ray patterns after 400.600, and 1000 C 

heat treatments are shown in Figures 2.2,2.3, and 2.4, respectively. The samples 

which were treated at 400 C show only diffuse cubic zirconia peaks, while the 600 C 

samples still had predominantly the cubic structure, but with distinct monoclinic 

peaks also present. The samples which were heated to 1000 C were almost 

completely monoclinic, with some cubic phase remaining. These results do not 

agree with the equilibrium behavior of pure zirconia, which should be monoclinic 

·below 1170 C and tetragonal above that temperature, with the equilibrium cubic 
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phase appearing only above 2370 C. The presence of cubic X-ray peaks at low 

temperatures can be explained using the following information from the literature: 

Livage et al12 have proposed that the amorphous zirconia which forms at low 

temperatures (approximately 200 C) after burnout of organic material actually has 

preferred interatomic spacings which are similar those of the tetragonal form; 

amorphous zirconia may actually contain regions which could be considered to be 

. small plates of zirconium atoms betwee·n planes of oxygen atoms. These regions 

could act as nuclei for tetragonal crystallites, which should then be the first 

crystalline phase to form at low temperatures, assuming no monoclinic nuclei exist. 

In fact, the tetragonal phase has been found commonly in chemically-derived 

zirconia powdersI2,13,14, and normally is found to transform to the monoclinic 

phase at higher temperatures. In the present work, monoclinic indeed becomes 

dominant after the higher temperature heat treatments, but the low temperature 

treatments give cubic, rather than tetragonal, X-ray peaks. While a metastable 

cubic phase has been proposed at such temperaturesl5, the discrepency may also be 

accounted for by the observation that for very small crystal sizes"(approximately 10 

nm) tetragonal cystals have been found to give rise to only cubic X-ray peaksl3. (In 

that study, selected area diffraction patterns were used to demonstrate that such 

crystals were actually tetragonal.) Thus, the results obtained here suggest that very 

small crystallites of metastable tetragonal zirconia are present, some of which 

persist even after a 1000 C treatment in which most of the material has transformed 

to the stable monoclinic phase. 

Yttrium-doped Zirconium Isopropoxide Solutions 

The zirconia-yttria phase diagram, shown in Figure 2.5, predicts stabilization 

of the cubic phase at a composition of 18 mole percent Y01.5. Solutions which 

were doped with yttrium isopropoxide to this target composition gave X-ray patterns 
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which only contained peaks from the cubic phase; no monoclinic X-ray peaks were 

observed even for the samples which were treated at 1000 C. Figures 2.6, 2.7, and 

2.8 show patterns for 400 C, 600 C, and 1000 C samples, respectively. While there is 

the possibility, as discussed above, that these cubic peaks may have arisen from fine 

tetragonal crystallites (especially at the lower temperatures), the lack of any 

monoclinic phase formation suggests that the cubic phase was actually stable as a 

result of the yttria addition. 

These solutions also contained DEA which was added as a modifying ligand 

at a DEA:Zr molar ratio of 2:1. No evidence of a carbide phase is present on the X

ray patterns, suggesting successful burnout of organic materials. Isopropanol 

solutions containing 0.2 M DEA, 0.082 M zirconium isopropoxide, and 0.018 M 

yttrium isopropoxide were used as the standard 18% yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) 

coating solutions in the remainder of this research. 

Multicomponent Oxide Formation 

The formation of strontium cerium oxide was attempted using starting 

solutions of the appropriate isopropoxides. The two metal alkoxides were mixed in 

an Sr:Ce ratio of 1:1, and sol-gel films were deposited using the same procedure as 

for the zirconia films. X-ray diffraction revealed that only Ce02 had formed, along 

with a material which gave rise to unidentified diffraction peaks. The two metal 

alkoxides were then studied separately to determine their relative hydrolysis rates 

(more concentrated solutions (1 M) were used and excess water was added to speed 

the gelation process). Cerium isopropoxide was found to form a gel much faster 

than strontium isopropoxide under identical conditions, and it was concluded that 

additional steps such as refluxing would be needed to insure that the metals 

remained well-mixed throughout the process. 
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2D: Substrate Reactions 

Successful formation of the stabilized zirconia phase was discussed above for 

experiments in which silicon was the substrate. In actual devices the substrate must 

fulfill certain functions (as discussed in section 1G), and in general the sol-gel film 

will be in contact with more reactive materials during the heat treatment and during 

operation of the device. Other substrate materials were tested with the intention of 

more closely approximating the surroundings which a sol-gel film would encounter 

in a real device. Results are discussed below. 

Metal Substrates 

When a gold layer was sputtered onto a fused quartz substrate prior to sol

gel film deposition, zirconia formation' appeared to be unaffected. Figure 2.9 shows 

the X-ray pattern; gold diffraction peaks are still present, indicating that the gold 

layer remained intact and did not react with the other materials. The results were 

also good for zirconia films deposited on platinum sheeting (Figure 2.10). However, 

more reactive metals such as nickel were seen to present complications. 

Polished nickel substrates were found to oxidize during the heat treatment 

even when covered by sol-gel films. Resulting X-ray patterns (Figure 2.11) . 
demonstrated that zirconia was unable to form in these conditions; the zirconium 

was apparently incorporated into a much thicker nickel oxide layer which grew 

during the heat treatment, leaving only nickel oxide peaks. In such situations, it may 

be possible to control the atmosphere during the heat treatment at a slightly 

reducing condition to make the formation of nickel oxide thermodynamically 

unfavorable, while the more electropositive zirconium would still retain its oxygen 

bonds, giving the oxide. 

It was found that repeated sol-:gel film deposition over the already-fired 

sample allowed zirconia to form (Figure 2.12). Apparently, after nickel oxide has 
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already formed, it provides an unreactive substrate for zirconia deposition. The 

success of this method may be due to the fortunate choice of yttria as the cubic 

stabilizer for the zirconia; it has been shown16 that nickel oxide forms a stable 

interface with yttria-stabilized zirconia, presumably due to the low solubility of yttria 

in nickel oxide, whereas whencalcia or magnesia are chosen as the stabilizer, 

reaction takes place at the interface. (These compounds have a higher solubility in 

nickel oxide.) 

Alumina Substrates 

The controlled-porosity alumina membranes described in section 10 were 

also used as substrates for X-ray diffraction tests. While no reaction between the 

coating and alumina substrates was found at any stage of the process, some evidence 

was suggestive of changes in the structure of the alumina itself during the heat 

treatment. 

The membranes give what appears to be a completety amorphous pattern if 

the diffraction spectrum is taken with the surface of the membrane parallel to the 

diffracting plane; however, if the membranes are ground with a mortar and pestle 

and the resulting powder is tested, diffraction peaks can be seen. This result 

suggests either that the top surface of the membranes is actually amorphous, with 

crystalline material only found deeper inside the membrane, or that the orientation 

of the porosity at the surface is such that very little surface area is oriented in the 

diffracting plane, so that no diffraction peaks are seen until a powder test is done. 

In any event, the as-supplied membranes appear to be 8-alumina (Figure 

2.13) although unidentified diffraction peaks are also present, and a significant 

amorphous background can be seen as well. After a 600 C heat treatment, the 8-

alumina diffraction peaks appear unchanged, but the amorphous background 

appears with less intensity. Thus, the as-supplied membranes, which are formed at 
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room temperature from aluminum metal, could contain significant amounts of 

amorphous material which may begin to crystallize during heating. It is also noted 

that coated membranes have a tendency to curl up during 900 or 1000 Cheat 

treatments (initially flat disc membranes tend toward a section of a cylindrical 

surface), presumably under the action of a tensile stress caused by the shrinking gel. 

Since the curvature persists even when the sol-gel film is highly cracked, it is 

assumed to be plastic deformation (an assumption which is in agreement with the 

fact that the curvature is much greater than can be elastically induced in as-supplied 

membranes). This permanent deformation may indicate that a significant amounfof 

amorphous material is present in the membranes, as crystalline alumina would not 

be expected to creep noticeably at such temperatures. 

2E: Summary of Results 

Crystallization behavior of zirconia precursor solutions was studied using X

ray diffraction. Samples were fired at a slow heating rate (0.3 C/min) to burn off 

residual organics and were held for two hours in air at 400 C, 600 C, or 1000 C. All 

samples showed slight crystallization at 400 C, with progressively sharper peaks at 

higher temperatures. 

Pure solutions of zirconium isopropoxide in isopropanol resulted in films 

with weak cubic peaks at 400 C and films with progressively higher proportions of 

monoclinic zirconia at the higher holding temperatures. Solutions to which yttrium 

isopropoxide was added (for a target composition of 9 mole percent Y 203) 

produced films with only cubic peaks at all holding temperatures. Diethanolamine 

(DEA) was also added to yttrium-containing solutions in various amounts to act as a 

blocking ligand which would prevent three-dimensional polymerization or 

precipitation. No alteration of the cubic peak positions was seen for these mixtures, 

and no unidentified peaks are present. 
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The stabilized zirconia films which are formed from this technique appear 

fully dense, with a very small crystallite size (10-50 nm), indicating that the control 

of polymerization to produce fine structures was effective. 

No film/substrate reactions were detected when ceramic materials were used 

as the substrate; however, when coating was attempted on nickel, the growth of a 

nickel oxide layer prevented a zirconia film from forming. The nickel oxide layer 

was found to provide an ull!eactive substrate upon successive coatings. Nobler 

metals also appear to provide unreactive substrates. Using these results, anticipated 

compatibility requirements for actual device operation will be discussed in Chapter 

5. 
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Chapter 3: Effects of Substrate Porosity Durina: Deposition Step 

This section is concerned with the deposition step of the sol-gel process, and 

how deposition can be accomplished on porous substrates. A review of the 

available deposition techniques is presented first, followed by a description of the 

deposition procedures used in this research. Deposition on porous substrates under 

wetting conditions is discussed next, and the results of these experiments are 

presented. 

3A: DeposItion Techniques 

There are several ways of depositing a thin film from a bulk liquid--features 

common to all techniques include a dependence on the viscosity of the liquid and a 

way of controlling the thickness to a uniform value; 

Dip Coating 

Dip coating is probably the simplest coating technique to perform, as it 

consists of submerging a substrate into the solution and then withdrawing it at a 

controlled speed and angle. The thickness of the film, tp ,depends on these 

parameters as well as on the viscosity of the solution, its density, and its surface 

tension1: 

t p =J[ P -Ps ][ 17 U])-i (3.1) 
Pp -Ps pg 

J is a dimensionless flow term approximately equal to 0.2, p is the solution density, 

Pp and Ps are densities of the film and solvent, respectively, 11 is the solution 

viscosity, U the withdrawal speed, and g is the acceleration of gravity. 

The uniformity of the thickness is quite good for this technique when large 

areas are coated (it is used in industrial processes sucJ1 as reflective coating of 
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windows2). Limitations in uniformity arise chiefly from edge effects and also -rrom 

very slow withdrawal speeds3.Films tend to be thicker near the sides of the sample 

due to the formation of a meniscus. There is also a tendency to form a parabolic 

thickness distribution (increasing thickness from the top edge of the sample to t~e 

bottom), arising from flow in response to gravity. However, such thickness 

variations are in reality limited to a characteristic distance from the sample ends 

which depends on solution properties4. In the present work, these edge effects were 

only seen within a few millimeters of the edges of the sample. Film irregularities 

may also arise in dip coating due to contamination of the solution, turbulence, or 

local changes in air flow. Clean rooms and rigorous control of air flow are needed 

for uniform coating of large areas. 

An added advantage of dip coating for the purposes of this research is the 

ability to vary the thickness over the length of a single sample through accelerating 

the sample during withdrawal. In this way the effect of film thicknesses over a 

continuous range can be easily observed (see Chapter 4). 

Spin Coating 

Spin coating is the preferred technique for coating flat circular samples; it is 

widely used in the semiconductor industry for coating wafers with photoresist. The 

substrate is usually mounted by a vacuum chuck to a motor, which can be 

accelerated at high rates after an excess of coating solution is deposited in the 

center of the sample. 

Film thickness is determined basically by a balaI?-ce between centrifugal force 

and the frictional force from the substrate. Spin speed and viscosity are thus the two 

main factors in determining film thickness. The force balance has been calculated5, 

giving the following dependence of the film thickfless h: 

t-" 
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- 2/ 11. 11 
h(Xj 73T( 3e13 (3.2) 

where f is the spin speed, 71 is the viscosity, and e is the evaporation rate. The 

evaporation rate in tum is proposed to be proportional to the square root of the spin 

speed, giving the spin speed dependence as 

h (Xj- K (3.3) 

However, the actual description of the coating behavior is more complicated, 

due to the actions of other forces (such as frictional forces due to air flow), 

differences between the forces acting on the center and outer regions of the sample, 

and changes in behavior as the different stages of deposition occur (acceleration, 

spin-off of excess fluid, and evaporation)4. An empirical relationship based on 

some simple parameters is most easily used for determining film thickness6: 

(3.4) 

where h is the film thickness in angstroms, p is the percent solids in the coating 

solution, and f is the spin speed in thousands of revolutions per minute. This 

equation was found to be adequate for predicting the film thickness in the present 

work. 

Spin coating differs from dip coating in the important respect that a strong 

shearing force can be applied to the thinning film~ It has been reported that by 

increasing the spin speed (and hence the shearing force), changes in the structure of 

the gel obtained can be dramatic; the index of refraction increases with increasing 

speed, and the radial alignment of polymers has been detected7. Clearly, the spin 

coating process allows some control over the way that polymers pack together 

during consolidation. 
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Other Film-Forming Techniques 

A thin membrane of ceramic material can be formed by other methods as 

well. Conventional techniques such as doctor-blade spreading, tape casting, or 

spray-coating may be applicable, but in most cases will give rise to a membrane 

which is too thick for electrolyte device applications. As discussed in section 3C, a 

modified spin coating method using a volatile substrate, as well as a wire-ring 

drawing method, can be used to produce unsupported films. However, conventional 

dip-coating and spin-coating appear to be capable of producing the films with the 

most desirable properties. 

3B: Coatin&: Step Experimental Procedure 

Both dip-coating and spin-coating were utilized in this work. Investigation of 

the sol-gel chemistry and crystalline phase formation was done using dip-coated 

silicon wafers, while a variety of substrates and both coating methods were used to 

study cracking behavior and the effect of substrate porosity. 

All substrates were rinsed in acetone and alcohol prior to deposition. In 

addition, silicon substrates in some cases were rinsed in dilute nitric acid and/or 

given a 900 C heat treatment in air prior to deposition to test the effect of these 

cleaning efforts on film adhesion. 

Dip-Coating . 

Submerged samples were pulled up at varying speeds (from roughly 5 

em/min to 100 em/min). For the faster pull rates, the samples were simply pulled 

out by hand with tweezers, while slower pull rates were accomplished by hanging the. 

sample from the short end of a lever (to allow faster hand movement when gripping 

the lever at the longer end). No attempt was made to achieve a perfectly uniform 

coating over large areas using dip-coating, as a,dequate uniform areas could always 

, ... 
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be found during microscopy. In some cases the pull rate was deliberately varied on 

a single sample in order to observe the effect of continuous thickness changes. 

Spin-Coating 

A vacuum-chuck spin-coater (Integrated Technologies) was used; substrates 

which lacked rigidity were fastened to disc supports using double-sided tape in order 

to withstand the pull of the vacuum. Coating solutions were pipetted into a ,small 

pool in the center of the sample before the coater was turned on. Th'e samples were 

then rapidly accelerated (2000 rpm/sec) to speeds of 2000 to 8000 rpm, spinning off 

excess droplets of solution. This technique gave quite uniform thicknesses over 

large areas. 

Heat treatments were then performed as described in Chapter 2., 

3C: Wettina: of Pores Durina: the Deposition Step 

The description of deposition methods at the beginning of this chapter made 

no mention of how a porous substrate would affect the deposition step. If a thin, flat 

film is desired on top of a substrate with completely open porosity, then the 

deposition step presents a problem. The behavior of the coating solution clearly 

depends on the wetting angle for the substrate/solution/atmosphere triple interface. 

A solution which does not wet the substrate would be expected to remain 

completely above the substrate if the pores had sufficiently small diameters; thus, 

the first course of action might be to find a system with a favorable wetting angle, or 

to alter the surface energy of the substrate with a pre-coating. However, even if 

such a system were found, wetting is generally necessary for the sol-gel film coating 

process if good adhesion is desired. Therefore, other strategies must be considered. 
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Possible Remedies for Pore Wetting 

If the coating liquid must have a tendency to enter substrate pores, then one 

possible strategy is to postpone contact between the liquid and the substrate until 

the film gains some rigidity. Free casting of unsupported films represents a possible 

solution to the wetting problem (and more importantly, solves the problem of 

shrinkage cracking due to a substrate constraint), but such a process is difficult, and 

formation of large-area uniform thin films is nearly impossible. Sakka et al. 

describe a wire-ring drawing process for forming a completely free film8, but report 

problems with uneven film thickness or breakup of the film, depending on the 

solution viscosity. 

Unsupported films formed on volatile substrates have also been reported9. 

Polished camphor discs were used as spin-coating substrates and were allowed to 

volatilize afterward, producing free films. However, volatilization of the camphor 

before coating was completed caused roughness in the surface of the film, and 

severe warpage of the films during drying was reported; the authors conclude that 

such a process is useful as a fast characterization method of the sol-gel process, but 

not for the production of high-quality films. 

A possible variation of the above method might consist of impregnating a: 

porous substrate with a volatile filler material, so that upon firing the film would 

come into contact with the rigid substrate, thereby possibly preventing warpage and 

allowing some adhesion to the substrate. That approach was not attempted in this· 

research, due to uncertainty in how adhesion between the film and substrate might 

be obtained, as well as the apparent difficulty in obtaining a smooth surface on 

which to coat. While these problems might be overcome eventually, in the current 

work a simpler approach was adopted, as described in section 3D below. 

Another alternative to consider is the use of particulate sols rather than 

polymeric solutions, so that if the particle size is larger than the size of pores in the 
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substrate, the coating will remain above the substrate. However, such a process 

would eliminate some of the key advantages of the sol-gel process; films formed in 

such a way would undoubtedly be thicker and more porous than films formed from 

polymeric gels, and sintering temperatures would have to be increased. The utility 

of such a process is probably limited to the creation of a substrate/electrode with 

graded porosity (which would be desirable for electrolyte devices); these ideas will 

be discussed in Chapter 5 . 

. Rapid Coating . 

If a substrate/coating solution system is chosen which has complete wetting, 

there remains the possibility of rapidly spin-coating a solution to dryness before the 

liquid has a chance to fill the pores of the substrate. To determine the necessary 

speed for such a process, the pores can be modeled as cylindrical capillaries, and 

viscous flow rates can be calculated. 

Poiseuille's law for viscous flow through a cylindrical capillary .under a 

differential pressure P is 

dV 7rPr4 

dt 81T/ 
(3.5) 

where V is the volume of solution, rand [ are the radius and length of the cylinder, 

and 11 is the viscosity of the solution. We wish to consider the time required to wet a 

pore of a characteristic length; therefore using V = n 2[ we have 

dt 81T/ 
(3.6) 

Integration yields the time to wet a pore of length [ : 

(3.7) 
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This equation can be modified by using the capillary pressure, 2-y/r, in place of the 

pressure P, where -y is the surface tension of the liquid and complete wetting is 

assumed: 

t (3.8) 

It is important to note that while capillary pressure increases for smaller 

pores, wetting speed in fact decreases for smaller pores, due to the stronger 

dependence of viscous flow on pore size. Characteristic pore wetting times can now 

be estimated for isopropanol solutions deposited on controlled-porosity substrates, 

using 1'/ =0.02dyne-s/cm2, and -y=22 dyne/cm, the values for pure isopropanol. 

According to equation 3.8, Anotec membranes with columnar 0.2 micron diameter 

porosity will be saturated completely through their 50 micron thickness in 4.5 

milliseconds. Obviously, much longer characteristic times are needed if pore filling 

is to be avoided in a normal spin coating process. Even with the use of a 0.02 

micron porosity membrane, the time cannot be lengthened by more than a factor of 

ten. More drastic changes in either r, ~ -y, or 1'/ would be needed before a rapid 

coating technique could be effective for the prevention of pore wetting; changing 

these parameters would undoubtedly upset other aspects of the sol-gel process. 

3D: The Filled-Pore Coating Process 

The liquid film when it is first deposited on the substrate has a much greater 

thickness than the film in its final, fired state. The shrinkage has important 

consequences; the major disadvantage resulting from shrinkage is film cracking (see 

Chapter 4), while a possible advantage of large shrinkage lies in the ability to 

completely fill substrate pores with liquid during the initial deposition, but still 
J 

obtain free porosity of the substrate after consolidation of the liquid into the final, 

dense ceramic material. 
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The coating solutions which gave the optimum films in this research 

consisted of 0.082 M solutions of zirconium isopropoxide in isopropanol, together 

with 0.18M yttrium isopropoxide and 0.2M diethanolamine (DEA). The equivatent 

weight of Zr02 in a O.IM soluti~n of the metal is 0.0123 g/cm3. If fully dense 

zirconia (theoretical density = 5.9 g/cm3) is the final product, then the final volume 

of zirconia is 0.21 % of the initial liquid volume. 

Due to this low zirconia content in the coating solution, the final volume of 

zirconia formed in any pore will be less than 1 % of the pore volume. If uniform 

coating of the pore walls is assumed, then the thickness, t, of the final pore-wall 

coating can be calculated from volume conservation: 

7f r2 
t =-- xO.21% =O.OOlr (3.9) 

27fr 

Sub-micron pores that have initially been filled with solution would then be 

expected to have only a discontinuous film of zirconia on their walls (sub-nanometer 

films would not be expected to remain continuous if they form at all), and ~he 

gas/electrolyte/substrate triple interface should remain at the surface of the 

substrate. Thus, the functioning of a fuel cell or related device would be unaffected 

by zirconia within the substrate porosity; pore sizes would have to be 10 microns or 

larger before continuous internal zirconia films would be a concern. 

Solution Puddling 

Allowing the pores to fill with coating solution, of course, means that the 

substrates should be thin, so that the total volume of solution drawn into the pores is 

not too great (unless one is willing to waste large quantities of coating solution). An 

excess of coating solution must always be used to insure that an adequate puddle 

remains on top of the substrate. 
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Drainage of the coating solution completely through the substrate (with 

leakage out of the bottom) must also be considered. Such drainage after the 

substrate is saturated would not be driven by capillary pressure, but only by gravity. 

Equation 3.5 can then be used to determine the flow rate, with the quantity pgh 

substituted for the pressure P, where p is the density of the coating solution, g is the 

acceleration of gravity, and h is the depth of the puddle: 

dV 1[ p ghr4 

dt 811] 
(3.10) 

This flow rate is for a single capillary of radius r; to determine how the 

puddle depth h changes, we can assume a 50% porosity substrate, such that the 

surface area drained per capillary is 2n2. We then have 

(3.11) 

where V is now the volume drained per capillary. Equation 3.10 then becomes 

dh p ghr2 

dt 1611] 
(3.12) 

Integration from hI to h2 yields: 

t 1611] In!i 
p gr2 J;. 

(3.13) 

We can now determine a characteristic time for the drainage process. Using the 

isopropanol values for the constants, and using the dimensions of a 0.2 micron pore 

Anotec membrane for the r and I values, the calculated time for a puddle to drain 

half its height (h 1 = 2h2) is' more than four hours. There need be no concern about 

drainage through the substrate until this characteristic time approaches about 10 

seconds; the size of pore which would have that characteristic time is more than 30 

mIcrons. We can conclude that the pore-filling process will give adequately stable 

puddles for all substrates of interest. 
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Results oj the Filled-Pore Method 

Fracture cross sections of different coated substrates have been examined to 

determine the extent of zirconia formation within the pores. 

As expected, the success of film formation on porous substrates depended on 

the scale of the porosity. Thick substrates with large pores absorbed large volumes 

of coating solution, leaving no continuous liquid film on the surface but causing 

unwanted zirconia formation deep within the pores. This type of coating behavior 

was observed for substrates produced by tape casting or bulk sintering. Such 

methods are currently in use to produce porous substrates which are being 

considered for solid electrolyte devices. Sintered Lao.6SrO.4Mn03 (LSM), which is 

one such substrate, is shown in Figure 3.1; surface features and porosity on a scale 

of 5 to 10 microns can be seen. 

Since these tape-cast substrates were quite thick (more than a millimeter in 

some cases), they were able to absorb all of the coating solution applied in the usual 

amount. No diffraction peaks for zirconia were observed on coated LSM substrates, 

and under SEM observation the surface appeared unchanged from its pre-coated 

condition. While it would be interesting to apply enough coating solution to 

saturate the entire substrate in the hopes of forming a surface film, such an attempt 

was not made. (As will be discussed in Chapter 4, severe cracking would take place 

on a substrate with such large porosity anyway.) 

Additional coating experiments were done on Anotec membranes with 

uniform pore sizes of 0.2 and 0.02 microns. The surface of a 0.2 micron pore size 

membrane is shown in Figure 3.2. As predicted oby the discussion above, both sizes 

of coated Anotec membranes allowed zirconia to form at the surface (confirmed bX_ 

XRD and SEM). The pores appeared free of any unwanted zirconia formation 

under SEM viewing of fracture cross-sections of the coated substrates (Figure 3.3). 
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3E: SummalyofCoatin& Step Results 

It was determined that wetting and saturation of the substrate pores cannot 

realistically be avoided without drastically altering the nature and adhesion of the 

film. However, a method of coating in which the substrate pores are allowed to fill 

with coating solution was determined to be useful if the following conditions are 

met: i) The substrates are thin, so that the total pore volume is small. ii) The size 

of the pores is less than about 10 microns, so that continuous internal films on the 

pore walls are avoided, and also so that the pool of coating solution will remain on 

top of the substrate for a reasonable length of time while the spin-coater is being 

accelerated. 

Experimental results show that films can be successfully formed on porous 

alumina membranes when those conditions are met. 
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Chapter 4: Mechanical Behavior of Films Durine Processine 

This section deals with a description and discussion of the cracking behavior 

of the sol-gel derived films which were studied in this research. Some background 

on shrinkage cracking is presented first. The observed cracking behavior on smooth, 

continuous substrates is then described, and processing strategies which were used 

for crack-free formation of films on these substrates are discussed. Following this 

are the results obtained when porous substrates were used, and finally a theoretical 

discussion of the mechanisms of cracking is presented. 

4A: Backruound: Shrinkage Crackine 

Standard sol-gel techniques for the formation of oxide ceramics involve 

reactions in which a large percentage of the products are not used in the final 

product. During the transformation, then, from a liquid coating to the final 

crystalline product, a significant shrinkage occurs which is resisted by the constraint 

of the substrate. While much of the shrinkage will take place during solvent 

evaporation when the material is still able to flow to relieve stresses, significant 

strain will also accompany burnout of organics and crystallization. 'The increasing 

film rigidity will then lead to residual stresses, and in some cases crack formation. 

In this research, conditions have been varied to determine when shrinkage cracking 

can be avoided. 

Altering Polymerization to Reduce Shrinkage Stress 

The extent of hydrolysis and condensation reactions can be controlled by the 

amount of water added and also by the addition of chelating ligands, which can 

block hydrolysis sites. Three-dimensional polymerization (leading to a rigid gel) 

may be avoided by leaving an average of only two hydrolysis sites per metal atom 

unblocked; in this way a linear polymeric structure may be the favored product, 

... 
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which would have important consequences for the flow properties of the gel l . In 

addition to reducing the viscosity of the gel, the selective blocking of hydrolysis sites 

can enable the gel to collapse to a thin film as the solvent evaporates rather than to 

retain its three-dimensional rigidity. In this way most of the shrinkage will take 

place normal to the plane of the substrate, leaving the film in a relatively unstressed 

condition. Rapid solvent evaporation also improves the collapsibility of the film by 

reducing the time during which the gel network can age, or create cross links that 

increase the rigidity. 

The network should also be as dense as possible after solvent evaporation, so 

that shrinkage during burnout is reduced---thus the bulkiness of side groups and 

blocking ligands should be kept to a minimum. A tradeoff exists between this goal 

of reducing the weight of side groups, and the ligand extension that is generally 

necessary to prevent excessive rigidity in the gel. A more complete chemical study 

would be necessary to determine the optimum composition. 

Film Thickness and Crack Driving Force 

By far the most important parameter for the elimination of cracking is the 

thickness of the film, as described in the literature2,3,4. Thick films have more 

strain energy to release during cracking, and the constraint of the substrate is not as 

restrictive of relaxation in thick films. In this study, cracking behavior has been 

examined as a function of the film thickness, which can be controlled by the altering 

the viscosity of the coating solution or changing the deposition conditions. Adhesion 

to the substrate also plays an important role in the energy balance that describes 

unstable cracking, and the effect of varying the substrate characteristics has been 

observed. 
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4B: Description of Shrinkaee Crackine on Smooth. Continuous Substrates 

Cracking as a result of the heat treatment was observed consistently in thick 

films. Initially, coatings on single crystal silicon were used to study the morphology 

and cracking behavior of the film. The films were observed to be uniform and dense 

except for sharply defined cracks; no features could be observed within the intact 

regions of the film at the· limiting resolution of the SEM. The cracks are linear and 

are accompanied by some delamination; the film can be seen to curl up slightly, 

revealing a channel of bare substrate in the crack path (Figure 4.1). The location of 

cracks relative to one another appears to be semi-random; that is, cracks occur at 

random angles and the zirconia "islands" left intact after cracking have a wide size 

distribution (Figure 4.2). Cracks often end at an intersection with a second crack at 

a random angle. This arrangement is most easily interpreted as revealing the 

sequence in which the cracks formed. 

While the random occurrence of cracks leads to a wide distribution of island 

sizes, it was observed that the mean island size increased in proportion to the film 

thickness, that is, the frequency of crack occurrence decreases as the film thickness 

Increases. 

A second coating was deposited over some of the cr~cked films in an effort to 

create a continuous ceramic layer. As can be seen in Figure 4.3, the second coating 

left a pattern of film islands on top of the original islands, while within the channels 

of bare substrate the second coating fractured more severely, leaving small segments 

of material lined up in the channels. While the overall effect may be aesthetically 

pleasing, it is noted that bare substrate can still be seen, rendering this structure 

useless as an electrolyte layer. 

Experiments with up to four coatings were conducted, but in each case the 

cracks in the original layer appeared to provide a nucleation site for cracking in all 
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subsequent coatings, making through-thickness openings inevitable. Clearly, a 

better approach is to attempt a crack-free initial coating, as is discussed below. 

Critical Film Thickness 

Film thicknesses were determined by viewing cracks in the SEM at high 

angles (650 from perpendicular to the surface). The critical thickness for stabilized 

zirconia films on continuous silicon substrates was found to be about 0.5 microns 

(Figure 4.4); when the coating solution was diluted to produce films thinner than 

this value no unstable cracking was observed. Cracks could still be seen extending 

outward from dust particles or other defects, but the energy balance for cracking 

was clearly unfavorable, as the cracks closed within about 10 microns of the defect 

(Figure 4.5). Crack-free regions could be seen extending for hundreds of microns 

between dust particle-induced cracks; clean room processing should eliminate all 

cracking for films below the critical thickness on continuous substrates. 

It was difficult to assess the dependence of the critical thickness value on the 

type of continuous substrate, due to the low precision of the thickness measurement. 

No measurable change in the value of the critical thickness was observed when 

other types of continuous substrates were used (including fused quartz, sputtered 

gold on: quartz, and polished platinum), indicating that the critical thickness was not 

strongly dependent on the nature' of the bonding to the substrate. Substrate 

treatments such as pre-firing or,acid cleaning (as discussed in Chapter 3) did not 

produce measurable changes in the critical thickness value. Since such measures 

produced slight changes in adhesion, it is expected that more precise measurement 

of critical film thickness would reveal a slight dependence. The only instancejn 

which the substrate character caused a marked change in the value of the critical 

thickness was when a 50% porosity substrate was used, as discussed below. 
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Residual Stresses 

While no stress measurements were attempted, some information about 

residual stresses in the films can be gained from indirect evidence. In the thicker 

films, where extensive delamination took place after cracking, a definite curvature 

was observed in the largest remaining flakes (Figure 4.6). The concavity of the 

surface indicates that residual stresses existed in the film at some stage after 

cracking occurred, and that those stresses were more intense in the top part of the 

film. Such a stress distribution has been reported for other systems as wellS. 

It should be pointed out here that when coatings below the critical thickness 

(giving uncracked films) are repeated, the resulting thick films remain uncracked, 

even though the total thickness is much greater than the critical thickness. If the 

instance of cracking is wholly determined by an energy balance as discussed above, 

then it can be assumed that the final structure is less highly stressed than was the 

film during the cracking stage of the heat treatment. However, this argument for 

stress release at a later stage of heating is probably too simplistic; as discussed in 

section 4D, defect formation probably plays a key role in determining when the film 

will crack. A more direct method of measuring residual stresses, such as measuring 

the curvature of a film/substrate composite structure, would be needed to 

unambiguously determine the final stress state. 

4C: Effect of Substrate Porosity on Cracking Behavior 

The alumina membranes described in section IG were used to investigate 

the effect of substrate porosity. The pore size in these membranes can be controlled 

in a narrow size distribution, so that the use of two different filtration sizes (0.2 

micron and 0.02 micron) allows the effect of pore size to be tested independently. 
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Reduction in Critical Thickness 

Cracking similar to that observed for continuous substrates was present in 

thick film~ on membranes of both pore sizes (Figures 4.7 and 4.8). Again, limited 

delamination is seen to occur, revealing the bare substrate between intact film 

islands. The value of the critical thickness was found to be about 0.2 microns for 

both sizes of filter; below this thickness the linear cracks of the type found for 

continuous substrates are absent. This value represents a reduction in critical 

thickness, indicating that cracking is more favorable when the substrate is porous. 

Since both membrane pore sizes have the same percentage of porosity, it could be 

argued that the reduction in critical thickness is determined by the total porosity, 

not the pore size (See section 4D). 

Delamination Cracking Within the Substrate 

When the porous alumina substrates were used, delamination was seen to a 

greater extent. Films which were much thicker than the critical value could be seen 

to delaminate almost completely from the substrate, leaving only a small area in the 

middle of each island stilI attached (Figure 4.9). A section of film which was 

completely separated is shown in Figure 4.10. It can be seen that the delamination 

crack dove into the substrate as it progressed away from the original shrinkage 

crack, and indeed part of the aligned porosity of the substrate can be seen attached 

to the center of the island. This behavior was predicted by Hu and Evans5 in the 

case of stable delamination cracking on brittle substrates, and arises because the 

crack tends to follow the plane at which KIT = 0 (meaning there is no driving force 

for shear in the plane of the crack), which lies within the substrate. At this location, 

the crack has pure mode I character (cleavage under tension), which is favored in 

brittle materials. The stresses tend toward zero near the center of the island, which 

explains why the islands remain attached in the middle. The free chunk in Figure 
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4.10 must have resulted from some externally applied stress during the preparation 

of the sample for microscopy. 

Localized Cracking (P(Jre Induced Cracking) 

While the network of cracks which formed in thick films looked similar to the 

patterns observed on continuous substrates, when the film thickness was reduced 

cracks with a different character began to appear on porous substrates. This second 

type of cracking occurred locally above pore openings; such cracks can be seen for 

the larger-pore (0.2 micron) substrates in Figure 4.11 within film islands left by the 

larger-scale linear cracking. These localized cracks persist no matter how thin the 

film is made, tending toward a limit of what appears to be a completely uncoated 

substrate, which could be thought of as a film with a localized "crack" over every 

pore. 

It should be emphasized that the localized, pore induced cracking is seen 

only in films thinner than a limiting thickness value, whereas the common shrinkage 

cracks exist in films thicker than a critical value. A question arises, then, as to 

whether there exists a thickness between these values at which crack-free films can 

be made. Figure 4.12 shows a transition zone in a region of varying coating 

thickness on a 0.2 micron pore size membrane. For this substrate the two types of 

cracking have overlapping thickness regimes and therefore no choice of film 

thickness will allow a continuous film to form. 

However, when the smaller pore size (0.02 micron) membrane is used as the 

substrate, the pore-induced type of cracking is inhibited in all but the thinnest films; 

the limiting thickness is greatly reduced. Figure 4.13 shows a thickness transition 

zone for these finer-scale porosity membranes, demonstrating that unstable cracking 

ends at a thickness for which pore-opening cracking is not yet favorable. 

Continuous films are thus possible for these substrates at thicknesses just under 0.2 
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microns. The lower limiting thickness for crack-free films was difficult to determine 

using the SEM; pore-induced cracking on these substrates occurred at film 

_ t~i_ckness~~ near the_res9Jl!.ti()nJimit. In any event,.thefilmjn-Figure4.13- -- -- --- -

demonstrates a successful film formation on a 50% porous substrate, an important 

step towards arriving at functional electrolyte devices from the sol-gel process. 

Pore-induced cracking for these two membranes is seen to occur below a 

critical film thickness which is, in each case, of the order of the size of the pores. 

Thus, because of the maximum thickness limit imposed by the onset of unstable 

cracking for thick films, the pore-induced type of cracking could be considered to 

impose a maximum limit on the size of the pores allowed for successful coating. In 

the limit of very fine pores (approaching continuous substrates), films can be made 

indefinitely thin and still be continuous, until other mechanisms such as diffusional 

breakup6 begin to affect continuity. 

4D. Theoretical Discussion of Cracking Mechanisms 

Origin of the Critical Thickness 

The linear cracks which are seen for thick films appear identical regardless of 

the substrate; for this type of cracking a single mechanism should be active whether 

the substrate has porosity or not. 

Cracks must begin at defects or pre-existing cracks which have a critical size 

that depends on the level of stress in the film: the quantity 

(4.1) 

where f is a factor which depends on the geometry, (J is the uniform stress in the 

material, and a is the crack length, is known as the stress intensity factor. When this 

factor exceeds a critical value, the fracture toughness of the material, then the crack 

will propagate: 

(4.2) 
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The strain energy which is available for release per unit crack length, the 

driving force for cracking, increases with crack length when the material has no 

external constraints. Because of this dependence, cracking dependence on film 

thickness can be understood from a simple energy balance perspective. Unstable 

cracking will occur when the strain energy released per unit crack length exceeds the 

energy required to form the new crack surfaces. For an adherent film, regardless of 

the defect sizes present, KI will be limited by the film thickness, as this corresponds 

to the maximum effective crack length in terms of the strain energy available for 

release; the constraint of the substrate limits the volume of material in which the 

stain can be released, regardless of the crack length in the plane of the film (Figure 

4.14). Thus, for a given stress state, there is a critical film thickness hc below which 

unstable cracking will not occur. 

(4.3) 

In this case, the geometrical factor f will also depend on the relative stiffnesses of 

the film and substrate; the factor will be the same as in equation 4.1 if the 

stiffnesses are equal. Sol-gel films can be expected to have low stiffnesses during 

the cracking period, so that in general when stiff substrates are used, the f factor will 

be slightly smaller than it was in equation 4.1. 

If the film is not adherent, that is, if delamination occurs, then a larger 

'amount of strain energy can be released during cracking, and the critical film 

thickness value may be reduced (Figure 4.15). Films which are deposited on poro~s 

substrates will always have areas which can be considered to be non-adherent, so 

that the tendency to crack in these areas will generally be greater (as discussed 

below). 
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Critical Flaw Size 

The critical thickness hc was derived for the energy balance of a steady-state 

crack; for such a crack instability ~~I1_b,~.determined_by.consideringa.cross-section 
. __ .-. -----_. - -~ - _. . 

of the running crack, which will give the strain energy released per unit crack length, 

as in Figure 4.14. 

However, the initiation of a crack must be considered from a non-steady

state perspective; the sub-critical flaw which is present represents surface energy 

that is already available, together with a volume in which the strain has already been 

released. Thus, only the additional energies associated with further flaw growth 

should be considered to determine the point of instability. For a growing crack in 

an unconstrained material, the incremental release volume is proportional to the 

square of the crack length. This means that strain release energy will soon 

overpower crack surface energy; a critical length will soon be reached at which the 

energy balance becomes favorable for cracking. Assuming the material relaxes in 

the same way as it did for the cross-section of a running crack, the critical flaw size is 

calculated to be exactly half the critical film thickness5 (Figure 4.16). 

Intercrack Spacing in Thick Films 

An explanation of the crack spacing in films thicker than the critical 

thickness must agree with two important observations: 1) The mean intercrack 

spacing increases linearly with film thickness, and 2) There is a large standard 

deviation of intercrack spacings for any given film thickness. It will be shown here 

that a modified elastic model can explain both of these observations. 

The linear relationship of spacing with thickness is suggestive of many 

possible mechanisms, such as separations dictated by elastic or plastic relaxations 

near the cracks. Such mechanisms have been discussed by Atkinson and Guppy4; 

however, in that discussion no model had any great success in agreeing with the 
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observed behavior. Furthermore, the large observed standard deviation of spacings 

is in conflict with the relaxation models presented, all of which would predict a 

narrow distribution of crack spacings. In that discussion, the original distribution of 

flaws (which must be present to give rise to cracks) was assumed to be unimportant, 

that is, uniform on a finer scale than the crack spacings and thus able to be ignored. 

With this assumption, Atkinson and Guppy considered the elastic relaxation 

model of Grosskreutz and McNeil7 for intercrack spacing. To understand this 

model, it should be pointed out that while some of the figures above portrayed clear 

delineations between strain-released regions and strained regions, in actuality the 

degree of strain release gradually decreases with distance from a crack (Figure 

4.17), so that the driving force for additional cracking increases gradually with 

distance and is greatest midway between existing cracks. 

Based on this consideration, Grosskreutz and McNeil predict the intercrack 

spacing d to be given by 

(4.4) 

where h is the film thickness, G is the final strain which gives rise to spacing d, and Go 

is the strain at the time of spacing do (by strain is mean.t the shrinkage strain that 

would occur in an unconstrained film). If the (Go,do) data point is chosen to be the 

appearance of the first crack, then do is infinity and the equation becomes 

(4.5) 

Following Atkinson and Guppy, the final strain can be described in terms of 

hc using equation 4.3: 

(4.6) 
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While that step is easily justified, Atkinson and Guppy go on to describe 80 in terms 

of h using the same equation, ignoring the necessity of an existing flaw of size ~ h 

__ before the first crack canform.--The.resultingequation·gives the'spacing-a-- - ------ - -- --- _. -

complicated dependence on h which does not fit the data, and they conclude that 

the elastic model is inappropriate. 

However, it could be argued that the sol-gel process should give rise to flaws 

with a cha~acteristic size distribution which is independent of film thickness, such 

that a flaw with size ~ h will not necessarily be present for arbitrary h. It should 

also be kept in mind that the flaws are probably gro~ing during the period of 

increasing strain. Since a critical-size flaw is needed before any cracking can begin, 

80 cannot be described in terms of h, but instead should be described in terms of the 

largest flaw present, using the appropriate energy balance. That is, we assume that 

as the strain gradually increases, unstable cracking first becomes favorable (hc < h 

for the given strain) but the first crack still will not form until hc < 2c, where c is the ~ 

size of the largest flaw present. With this assumption, the equation for crack spacing 

becomes 

(4.7) 

If the size of the largest flaw, c, is assumed to be independent of film thickness, then 

the log term is a constant and the spacing, d, is given a simple linear dependence on 

film thickness h. Thus, the elastic relaxation model, when modified to have a flaw

size dependence, agrees with the observed cracking behavior. 

In the present rese~rch and in previous studies4, the mean spacing d has 

been found to be approximately ten times the film thickness. For equation 4.7 to fit 

that data, c should be approximately equal to hc~ W~ile it is somewhat of a 

coincidence that, regardless of film thickness, the characteristic flaw size should be 
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roughly equal to the critical thickness, this relationship is easily conceivable for films 

much thicker than hc. In films less than twice the critical thickness, on the other 

hand, flaws of such sizes would be greater than the critical size before the stress 

state causes the film to be above the critical thickness. In this case, isolated 

through-thickness cracks would be present before unstable cracking begins; this is 

precisely the behavior seen by Atkinson and Guppy in films just above the critical 

thickness4: Since these isolated cracks are clearly not unstable, there is no reason to 

ask them to conform to the elastic model in \Yhich spacing is determined by 

instability according to film thickness. The flaw-modified model, on the other hand, 

should still be applicable (and agrees with the data). 

The large standard deviation is also readily explained using the same model. 

Since different areas of the sample will have slightly different flaw sizes, cracking 

will begin at different values of strain. Furthermore, the elastic model assumes that 

new cracking will occur midway between existing cracks, whereas in reality this 

midpoint merely represents the most probable location of a crack based on driving 

force; the actual crack location will also depend on where the largest remaining 

flaws are located (Figure 4.18). Thus, a variety of crack spacings should arise from 

the modified elastic relaxation model. 

Further evidence of the applicability of elastic model can be found if the 

shortest crack spacings are examined: In the sol-gel derived films studied here, the 

region in which the crack driving force is extinguished is quite local around the 

crack, as evidenced by the ability of new cracks to form very near to existing cracks. 

Since each crack relieves stress only in the direction perpendicular to the crack, it 

should be expected that near-right angle intersections between cracks could form 

easily. On the other hand, a near-parallel crack would be expected to lose driving 

force as it approached a pre-existing crack. Indeed, such cracks can sometimes be 

seen to arrest when they come close enough to an existing crack (Figure 4.19). This 

-, 

.' 
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is consistent with the idea of elastic relaxation determining crack spacing, rather 

than some sort of large-range plastic deformation or delamination. 

Furthermore, plastic relaxationodimited,decohesion models-seem----- -- - --

inappropriate for describing cracking with such a large standard deviation of 

spacing. An example of a sol-gel derived film in which delamination appeared to be 

important for determining intercrack spacing was seen in an abnormally thick region 

formed by the meniscus of a coating solution on a silicon substrate (Figure 4.20). 

Remarkably, the cracks are seen to form parallel to one another in a grid pattern, 

dividing the film into clearly delaminated rectangular chunks. At this thickness it is 

clear that the delaminated regions are large enough to interact with neighboring 

cracks, although the sequencing of such crack formation is quite difficult to explain. 

What is important here is the stark contrast between this grid pattern of cracking 

and the typical random network seen in normal films, when the spacing of cracks is 

determined by defect location and elastic relaxation rather than by the extent of 

delamination. 

Effect 0/ Substrate Porosity on Crack Growth 

In the case of a porous substrate, the first thing which needs to be understood 

is the reduction in the value 'of the critical thickness. Stable crack growth appears to 

be aided somewhat by partial delamination near the crack. The critical film 

thickness, then, should have some dependence on the ease of film delamination. 

The reduction in critical thickness from approx. 0.5 microns to 0.2 microns when a 

50% porosity substrate is used (as in figure 7) could be explained by invoking the 

reduction in the energy of delamination. This "delamination" is actually just-an 

averaged reduction in the total area of interface which must be created when the 

delaminated area bordering the crack is formed. Unstable cracking will be possible 
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at lower film thicknesses because the additional surface energy already present at 

the tops of pores can be used in the energy balance. 

The reduction in critical thickness to less than half the previous value seems 

rather excessive ~hen considering the apparently minor role of delamination in the 

energy balance for cracking. However, the presence of substrate porosity may 

enhance delamination to a much greater extent than would be suggested by the 

mere percentage change in surface area. When a crack develops in the film above a 

substrate pore, stresses could be expected to concentrate at the pore walls (Figure 

, 4.21), making delamination much easier there than it would be for a corresponding 

area on a continuous substrate. Thus, the delamination zone associated with each 

crack is probably much wider in films on porous substrates. 

When considering the stable propagation of a crack, the energy balance 

argument holds only if the pore opening effect is averaged over the path of the 

crack. Thus, pore walls, which represent areas of complete adhesion, can only be 

crossed by a propagating crack if the length of pore wall which must be crossed is 

small compared with the active length of crack (the leading section) in which the 

strain energy is being released (Figure 4.22). The length of crack over which such 

strain release occurs is known to be of the order of several film thicknesses8; this 

means that in films near the critical thickness on 0.2 micron pore size membranes 

(see Figure 4.12) the pore walls are roughly of the same length as the active length 

of crack. 

The propagation of a critical-size defect, then, becomes a probability 

question. When the defect forms over a pore, it can grow aided by complete 

"delamination" until it reaches the first pore wall. The crack mayor may not have 

the ability to cross the pore wall, depending on the local pore geometry and film 

thickness. The probability of this event is essentially zero at the reduced critical 

thickness, so that below this thickness all cracks are seen to stop at pore walls ("pore 
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induced cracking" behavior is seen). The probability increases with film thickness, 

so that both types of cracks can be seen at thicknesses just above the reduced critical 

thjckne~s~. When lb(! film thickness. approaches the critical valuefor.continuous 

substrates, the probability of propagation should be unity (all critical size defects 

propagate) and hence above this thickness only long, unstable cracks can be seen, as 

in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The thickness dependence of cracking behavior is outlined in 

Figure 4.23. 

Without considering such a probability dependence, it would be quite 

difficult to explain the region of Figure 4.12 where both types of cracking are 
. . 

operative; the presence of any unstable cracks would indicate that all of the visible 

defects should have been unstable. (A possible explanation which considers 

relaxation near existing cracks fails to explain the random geometrical nature of the 

crack occurrence.) 

Mechanism of Pore-Induced Cracking 

Earlier in this discussion, it was argued that the sol-gel process should give 

rise to a characteristic distribution of defects during consolidation. In the case of 

very thin films on porous substrates, the frequency of pore-induced cracking 

indicates that the concentration of defects has been increased. More specifically, 

the frequency of this type of cracking is seen to increase with increasing pore size 

and decreasing film thickness. Possible mechanisms for such behavior will be 

discussed next, keeping in mind that whatever mechanism is put forward, the 

expected behavior must tend toward what appears to be a completely uncoated 

substrate as zero film thickness is approached. 

One possible explanation considers the stress concentrations in the film that 

might arise at pore walls during processing. Each pore could be expected to give 

rise to film thickness variations, and stress concentrations due to the changes in 
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thickness would increase with increasing pore size and decreasing film thickness. 

The severity of such a defect would be greatest when the film thickness is of the 

same order as the pore size, or less. Some possible models for pore-induced stress 

concentrations are presented in Figure 4.24. These models, of course, depend on 

the film profile that is left behind by the solvent evaporation within the pores. 

Pore-induced cracking could also be expected if the film is still in a gel or 

liquid state when the opening forms9: When the pore begins to empty during 

solvent evaporation and the triple interface reaches the top of the pore, the wetting 

angle might be such, that the thickness of the film is reduced over the top of the pore 

(Figure 4.25). When the film thickness is roughly the same as the pore diameter, an 
I 

opening would be expected to form over the pore. This scenario is in agreement 

with the observed dependence of pore-induced cracking on film thickness; pore

induced cracking is seen to begin when the film thickness is roughly the same as the 

pore sIze. 

When film thicknesses are smaller than pore diameters, the pore-induced 

discontinuities in the film lose their crack-like character; they begin to appear as if 

they formed during the liquid stage. It may be useful, then, to consider the 

favorability of film continuity through the simple criterion of the total surface energy 

of the liquid. If a circular opening forms above a pore, the "crack" surface area 

added is equal to 2nh, whereas the missing disc of film had top and bottom surfaces 

. with total area 2n2 (Figure 4.26). Equating these two surface areas, we find that 

the total energy of the film will be reduced when r> h. Thus, the minimization of 

surface energy represents a criterion which explains the film behavior perfectly, 

although it is difficult to propose a mechanism by which this criterion could always 

be followed. 
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While these arguments could help to explain the dependence of pore

induced cracking on substrate pore size and film thickness, further research clearly' 

must be done before their accuracy can be ass~~~~4. ~ 
- . .----. ~.- -- - "-.~' - - - - -. - _._--- - --_.-

4E: Summary of Mechanical Behavior Results 

Two different types of cracking were observed in the sol-gel films, each 

occurring for a well-defined film thickness regime. Long, unstable shrinkage cracks 

occurred at film thicknesses greater than a critical value, while localized cracks 

associated with substrate porosity (pore-induced cracking) were found only in films 

thinner than a critical value. Crack-free films were formed when these two cracking 

mechanisms did not have overlapping thickness regimes; this condition was met 

when the size of the substrate pores is below a critical value. 

For yttria-stabilized zirconia films produced from ispropoxide solutions, films 

must be thinner than about 0.5 microns on continuous substrates, or 0.2 microns on 

50% porosity substrates, before the long unstable cracks are eliminated. In order 

for the localized, pore-induced cracking to be limited to films thinner than 0.2 

microns, the size of the pores must be limited to about 0.02 microns. Films and 

substrates for fuel cell applications or other electrolyte devices apparently must 

conform to these limitations before crack~free sol-gel derived membranes can be 

formed. 

It has also been shown above that the occurrence and distribution of the 

unstable cracks can be explained by a modified elastic relaxation model when 

simple assumptions about the flaw distribution are made. This result should be 

applicable to any film coating process which gives rise to a significant shrinkage and 

a population of defects. 

Film behavior peculiar to porous substrates has also been discussed: The 

reduction in critical thickness when a porous substrate is used can be explained by 
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invoking the additional surface energy available above the pores, and considering 

crack propagation from a probability perspective. Some models which account for 

pore-induced cracking have also been proposed above, but further experimentation 

. would be needed to test these ideas. 

Film delamination was also seen for thick films on brittle, porous substrates, 

and the delamination crack was observed to dive into the substrate; while this 

phenomenon is unimportant for electrolyte applications (it was only seen in thick 

films); it is interesting to note that the behavior confirms the predictions of Hu and 

Evans in which a stable delamination crack should follow the plane defined by Kn 

= o. 
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Chapter S: Suitability of the Process; Electrolyte Device Considerations 

This section is mainly a discussion of the implications of the results obtained 

in earlier chapters. Some additional results are presented concerning macroscopic 

testing of large-area films. Additional processing steps which would be necessary 

for various electrolyte applications are also discussed. 

SA: Quality of the Electrolyte Film 

While it was determined in Chapter 4 that crack-free films could be formed 

on porous substrates, it was unclear how difficult it would be to control the process 

to obtain continuous films over large areas. Consequently, some large-area tests 

were performed to assess the actual continuity of these films. 

Vacuum Leak Testing 

A helium/vacuum leak testing apparatus was used to see if gas-tight films 

could be made over an approximately 1 cm2 area. Coated 0.02 micron porosity 

Anotec membranes with a film thickness in the experimentally determined "crack

free" region (see Chapter 4) were placed on a copper mount which had holes drilled 

in it to serve as a rigid porous support. The membrane was then sealed to the 

copper around the edges using high-vacuum epoxy (Figure 5.1). The copper mount. 

was attached to a vacuum line; the degree of vacuum which could be pulled on the 

membrane served as an initial test of gas-tightness. An uncoated Anotec membrane 

was also tested to serve as a control for the apparatus. 

It was found that, while the uncoated membrane would only allow a vacuum 

of 635 torr to be maintained, the same pumping system was able to pull a full (760 

torr on the gauge) vacuum on the coated membrane. 

The more sensitive helium leak test was also performed: In this test, a 

helium je~ is aimed at the areas where leaks are expected, and a mass spectrometer 
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in the vacuum line determines the amount of helium which passes through the leak. 

Unfortunately, the leak rates of the coated membranes tested were off-scale for the 

high~~ensitivity instrument~tioQused; apparently the __ ~cra~k:-free"films have.a 

significant amount of discontinuity which allows gas flow t9 occur. Such leakage 

represents a chemical "short" for electrolyte devices which will reduce effeciency; 

film continuity must be improved in order to limit losses to a tolerable level. 

Electrode Separation Behavior 

Sol-gel films were deposited on metallic or metal-coated substrates in order 

to study electrical behavior. The substrate served as one electrode for resistance 

measurements, while a sputtered or painted-on metal coating over the sol-gel 

coating served as a second electrode. Simple direct-c~rrent resistance measurement 

revealed a short between these two electrodes for each configuration tested; both a 

sputtered gold layer and a baked silver paint coating apparently were not prevented 

from making contact with the substrate through the sol-gel film. While the shorting 

of the baked silver paint may be due to film damage from thermal stresses, the 

failure of the sputtered electrodes indicates that when large areas of the film are 

used, there will always be some defect regions which cause the film to be 

discontinuous. 

Quality Control 

The most common film defect areas observed in microscopy appeared to 

result from either dust particles (which caused local cracking) or from spot-like 

regions of a different film thickness. Both of these types of defects are probably due 

to contamination of the coating solutions or the substrates. 

Dust particles which cause local cracking indicate that clean-room processing 

is necessary both during solution preparation and during the deposition step in 
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order to produce large-area defect-free films. While such facilities were not readily 

available for this research, clean room experimentation should be done to 

determine the feasibility of producing truly crack-free films. 

The spot-like regions of different film thickness were present in films on both 

continuous and porous substrates. They ranged from very small areas to about 50 

micron diameter spots, within which the film was either thinner than the 

surrounding coating, or in some cases appeared to be completely absent. These 

defects possibly arose from inhomogeneous coating solutions; small droplets of an 

impurity second phase in the liquid or gas bubbles could explain their appearance. 

The elimination of such defects would probably require more careful preparation of 

the solutions in addition to a clean, controlled environment. 

In the absence of such rigorous quality control, useful films could still be 

obtained if a treatment to fill in the discontinuities were deveioped. As discussed in 

Chapter 4, multiple coatings do not appear to be the answer for the production of 

continuous films, since existing cracks tend to nucleate cracks in subsequent layers. 

However, the use of an inert filler material to selectively coat the discontinuous 

areas may represent a more useful strategy. A blocking material would of course 

render the film useless if it covered large areas of the film, but if such a material 

were selectively applied only to areas where the substrate were exposed, a useful 

device could be obtained. A process such as electrophoretic coating may lend itself 

to the selective coverage of a metallic substrate, since charge would build up only in 

the places where the metal is exposed. 

5B: Electrode Formation: Alumina Membrane Substrates 

The 0.02 micron porosity Anotec alumina membranes were successful as 

porous substrates for crack-free film deposition, but are not ideal as actual fuel cell 

components: As described in Chapter 1, most device applications would require a 
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catalytic electrode to be added to the-surface before electrolyte deposition. In 

addition, the alumina substrate presents a problem because it represents an 

__ .unwanted electronic insulator.ina current_path . .Ina fuel cellstack,for example,. the -

current must flow from the bottom surface of one electrolyte film to the top surface 

of the next film. A conductive bipolar plate would serve to separate each cell in the 

stack, and would fuction as a gas separator as well as an electronic conductor 

(Figure 5.2). In the case of alumina substrates, a path for electronic current 

between the electrolyte film and the bipolar plate must somehow be provide~. 

One possible design makes use of the porous electrode/catalytic layer to 

provide a path for current to the sides of the membrane, where it can be routed 

around the alumina substrate. The disadvantage ofthis design lies in the thickness 

of the electrode layer which would be required for adequate lateral conductivity; in 

a 4" diameter fuel cell stack, a significant lateral current flow would be present. The 

thickness of the necessary conductive layer would add to the cost, weight, and size of 

the device. 

An alternative design consists of providing a current path d,irectly through the 

porosity of the alumina membrane. Unfortunately, the porosity is so fine that any 

attempt to coat the pore walls with metal, through an electroless plating process for 

example, would block a significant volume of porosity, and would require even more 

material than the lat.eral current design. Thus, a strategy involving selective filling 

of the porosity must be considered. 

Since the porous electrode is still available to provide some lateral 

conductivity, current paths through the substrate could probably be spaced apart to 

some degree without affecting device performance. Selectively filling in small 

regions of the substrate porosity with metal may be an attractive compromise 

between the two designs discussed above. There remains the difficulty of finding a 

process to form a continuous conductive material within the narrow columnar. 
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porosity of the alumina membranes. It may be nece$sary to form larger-diameter 

holes within the substrate before the feat can be accomplished. Such a step would, 

of course, provide additional complications, such as the difficulty of forming a 

continuous sol-gel film over the altered substrate. 

5C: Use of Graded Porosity Substrates 

The difficulties discussed above make electronically conductive substrates 

more attractive when considering fuel cell fabrication; a conductive substrate would 

eliminate the need for an additional current path between cells in a stack. Possible 

material choices for such a substrate include conductive ceramics such as LSM, 

porous metals, or cermets such as nickel-zirconia. Properties such as electronic 

conductivity, thermal expansion, and catalytic behavior could be optimized with the 

proper material choice.The main obstacle to the fabrication of a stack with this 

design is the necessity of a fine-porosity ( =:: 0.02 micron) uniform substrate in order 

to obtain crack-free films. In order to insure adequat~ gas flow, the size of the 

porosity in the bulk of the substrate must be larger than the fine surface porosity, so 

that agraded-porosity design is required. 

Such structures can be fabricated by coating a coarse-porosity material with a 

fine, uniform powder. However, the tortuosity of any material formed from 

equiaxed powders will make gas flow rates significantly lower than those for an 

columnar-porosity membrane of the same pore size. One technique which might 

minimize the thickness of material which has unfavorable porosity would be use the 

bipolar plate itself as the base for a graded-porosity structure; if the plate had fine 

channels in it, then mechanical support would be well-distributed and a relatively 

thin layer of small-porosity material could be used (Figure 5.3). 

'" 
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5D: Conclusion 

This research has demonstrated that continuous sol-gel derived films can be 

deposited on porous substrates by a simple spin-coating process in which the 

substrate porosity is allowed to fill with coating solution. By noting the restrictive 

conditions under which this procedure is possible, several conclusions about process 

requirements can be made. 

The porous substrate must be thin and without large porosity so that 

excessive coating solution is not absorbed and so that sol-gel derived material does 

not form within the substrate. 

If cracking in the films is to be avoided, then i) There is a maximum single

step film thickness of about 0.2 microns, above which unstable cracking will occur; 

thicker films would require multiple coatings. ii) Porosity at the surface of the 

substrate must be smaller than the film thickness to prevent pore-induced cracking. 

iii) Clean-room conditions are needed to insure homogeneous coating solutions and 

to prevent defect-induced cracking. 

Electrolyte devices must be delicately engineered to avoid potential film 

damage; reactive substrates may destroy film integrity, and electrode attachment or 

sealing procedures must be performed without applying stress to the film. These 

considerations make it important to keep device design as simple as possible, and 

more specifically make it desirable for the substrate to have electronic conductivity. 

This requirement, when combined with the need for very fine, controlled 

porosity at the surface, make substrate fabrication a challenging subject for future 

research. 
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330nm 

Figure 2.1 SEM micrograph centered on a large crack in a zirconia film on quartz. 
Ziconia islands can be seen above and below the crack, with smaller cracks 
nucleating at the large crack. 
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Figure 2.2 X-ray diffraction pattern for undoped zirconium isopropoxide film after 
400 C treatment. c = cubic zirconia, Si = (111) silicon substrate. 
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Figure 2.3 X-ray diffraction pattern for undoped zirconium isopropoxide film after 
600 C treatment. c = cubic zirconia, m = monoclinic zirconia. 
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Figure 2.4 X-ray diffraction pattern for undoped zirconium isopropoxide film after 
1000 C treatment. m = monoclinic zirconia. 
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Figure 2.5 Part of the zirconia-yttria phase diagram. 
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Figure 2.6 X-ray diffraction pattern for a zirconium isopropoxide film doped with 
18 mole % Y01.5, after 400 C treatment. c = cubic zirconia. 
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Figure 2.7 X-ray diffraction pattern for a zirconium isopropoxide film doped with 
18 mole % Y01.5, after 600 C treatment. c = cubic zirconia. 
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Figure 2.8 X-ray diffraction pattern for a zirconium isopropoxide film doped with 
18 mole % Y01.5, after 1000 C treatment. c = cubic zirconia. 
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Figure 2.9 X -ray diffraction pattern for a zirconium isopropoxide film doped with 
18 mole % Y01.5, after a 600 C treatment on gold-coated quartz. c = cubic 
zirconia, g = gold, q = quartz. 
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Figure 2.10 X-ray diffraction pattern for a zirconium isopropoxide film doped with 
18 mole % Y01.5, after a 600 C treatment on platinum sheet. c = cubic zirconia, p 
= platinum. 
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Figure 2.11 X-ray diffraction pattern for a zirconium isopropoxide film doped with 
18 mole % Y01.5, after a 600 C treatment on nickel. n = nickel, 0 = nickel oxide. 
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Figure 2.12 X-ray diffraction pattern for a zirconium isopropoxide film doped with 
18 mole % Y01.5, after a 600 C treatment on nickel. c = cubic zirconia, n = nickel, 
o = nickel oxide. 
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Figure 2.13 X-ray diffraction pattern for an as-supplied Anotec membrane, coated 
with gold. t = f)-alumina, g = gold. 
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2.5 J1.m 

Figure 3.1 SEM micrograph of tape-cast and sintered LSM, showing large surface 
pores. 
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Figure 3.2 SEM micrograph of surface of 0.2 micron pore size Anotec membrane. 
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Figure 3.3 SEM micrograph of a fracture cross-section of a 0.02 micron pore size 
Anotec membrane coated with a zirconia film. The pores appear free of zirconia. 
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4.95 /Lm 

Figure 4.1 SEM high-angle view of a severely fractured zirconia film on a silicon 
substrate. Film "islands" can be seen to curl up at the edges, and the bare substrate 
can be seen between islands. 
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200/Lm 
Figure 4.2a Optical micrograph of a fractured zirconia film on a quartz substrate. 

50/Lm 
Figure 4.2h Higher magnification of above film. 
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Figure 4.3 SEM micrograph of a zirconia film on silicon after repeating the 
deposition and firing steps. A second island network can be seen on top of and 
between the original islands. 
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Figure 4.4 SEM high-angle view of a zirconia film on silicon. Film thickness can be 
estimated by viewing the cross-section at cracks. 
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Figure 4.5 SEM micrograph of a defect-induced crack in a zirconia film on silicon. 
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10.0 J1.m 

Figure 4.6 SEM side-view of a large delaminated zirconia film flake; a well
defined curvature can be seen. 
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33/Lm 
Figure 4.7a A thick zirconia film on a large-pore (0.2 /Lm) Anotec membrane. 

495 nm 
Figure 4.7h High-angle view of the above film at high magnification. 
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33 ]Lm 

Figure 4.8a A thick zirconia film on a small-pore (0.02 ]Lm) Anotec membrane. 

990nm 
Figure 4.8b High-angle view of the above film at high magnification. 
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1.99 f-Lm 

Figure 4.9 SEM high-angle view of a thick zirconia film on a 0.2 f-Lm pore size 
substrate; for this film thickness extensive delamination occurs. 
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1.661lm 

Figure 4.10 A completely separated section of the film from the preceding figure. 
Part of the substrate adhered to the film, and at the center the crack went very deep 
into the substrate; the columnar structure can be seen propping up the delaminated 
flake. 
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Figure 4.11 High-angle SEM view of a zirconia film on a 0.2 JLm pore size 
substrate. Localized cracking can be seen within the islands left by unstable 
cracking. 
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1.99/lm 

Figure 4.12 SEM view of a zirconia film on a O.2/lm pore size substrate in a film 
thickness transition region. Cracking behavior changes as the film gets thinner 
(from left to right). 
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1.99 fLm 

Figure 4.13 SEM view of a zirconia film on a 0.02 fLm pore size substrate in a film 
thickness transition region. Cracks end as they enter the thinner region from the 
thicker region at the upper left. 
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Figure 4.14 A model of the strain release area around a crack in a thin film. The 
film thickness h represents the maximum effective length of the crack if strain 
release volume is considered as a function of crack length. 
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Figure 4.15 The strain release area around a crack in a thin film which undergoes 
some delamination. The strain release volume per new crack surface area is greater 
here than in the previous figure; the hc value from the adherent-film geometry will 
give a stress intensity which in this case exceeds the fracture toughness of the 
material. 
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Figure 4.16 For films thicker than hc, the flaw size a plays the same role as the film 
thiickness in Figure 4.14. However, in this case the crack is growing in a direction 
normal to the plane of the film rather than in the plane of the film. 
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Figure 4.17 A diagram of the stress distribution around a crack in a thin film; 
"strain release" is a gradual function of distance from the crack. 
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Figure 4.18 The stress distribution between two cracks in a thin film. The location 
of the next crack is determined not solely by the largest defect present or by the 
location of the largest remaining stress, but rather by the most favorable 
combination of these two parameters. 
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Figure 4.19 SEM micrograph of a crack pattern in a zirconia film on silicon. Later
stage cracks (smaller width cracks) can be seen to arrest when they come close 
enough to an existing crack. 
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662 nm 

Figure 4.20 Optical micrograph (with crossed polarizers) of a crack pattern at the 
edge of a zirconia coating on silicon (uncoated substrate can be seen at the left). 
Cooperative cracking can be seen in a thick border region along the film edge. 
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Figure 4.21 Model of a growing crack on a porous substrate. Stresses may 
concentrate at the pore wall/film interface. 
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Figure 4.22 Model of a growing crack on a porous substrate, in which the active 
length of crack is greater than the typical interpore spacing. 
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Figure 4.23 Outline of thickness dependence of cracking for various substrates. A 
crack-free range exists for 0.02 p.m substrates from approx. 0.1 to 0.2 p.m thicknesses. 
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Figure 4.24 Stress concentration models for different film/substrate geometries. 
When the pore walls are placed further apart, a crack-like defect may be introduced, 
while closely spaced pore walls do not allow the stresses to be distributed 
throughout the thickness of the film, leaving only ridge-like defects, a less severe 
stress state. Stress concentrations are maximized for thinner films. 
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Figure 4.25 Model of the film geometry that would occur if the wetting angle of the 
liquid coating solution is maintained after drying. Stress concentrations over the 
pores would develop for sufficiently thin films. 
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Figure 4.26 Competing surface areas are shown for the creation of a hole in the 
liquid over a pore. If the liquid is redistributed away from the pore rather than 
forming a film over it, the energy of the system will be reduced when the new "crack" 
surface area is less than the film surface area removed. 
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Figure 5.1 Apparatus used for leak testing of the electrolyte films. The coated 
membrane is sealed to a copper mount which is attached to a vacuum system with a 
mass spectrometer to detect helium. Helium is sprayed on the film from above. 
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Figure 5.2 Diagram of a fuel cell stack utilizing bipolar plates. V oItage produced 
accross the electrolyte film must have a conductive path to the bipolar plates so that 
the cell voltages can be added. If the porous support is not electronically 
conductive, an external circuit is needed. 
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Figure 5.3 Diagrams of film/ support/bipolar plate structures for two different 
channel spacings. If a plate with closely spaced deep channels is used, the film and 
porous support need not be self supporting; the bipolar plate could be used as a 
support during the fabrication of the porous layer and during the sol-gel coating 
step. 
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